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A leAder in the privAte higher educAtion sector, our 

uncompromising commitment to educAtion through 

exceptionAl AcAdemic And industry-driven progrAmmes is 

designed to give you An edge in your chosen cAreer pAth.

We think of WhAt tomorroW brings for you, And We Will 

help you get to Where you WAnt to go.

reAch your full 
potentiAl With us
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chAncellor’s 
greetings

My Greetings To You! 

Sunway University is recognised for producing individuals equipped 

with both academic credentials and a sound understanding of the 

world around them. Our major objective is to mould individuals who 

will contribute to global progress in every field. 

With our broad range of programmes specifically designed for 

students, we are dedicated to becoming a world-class university 

with superior tutorship and up-to-date facilities in a campus 

environment. This is complemented by our pioneering efforts of 

three decades in partnering with eminent international universities. 

In recent years, we have established collaborations with Harvard 

University, Brasenose College of the University of Oxford, and 

Gonville & Caius College of the University of Cambridge in creating 

intellectually invigorating and lifelong learning platforms for the 

community. Our most recent achievements are the setting up of the 

Jeffrey Sachs Center on Sustainable Development and the Center 

for Asia Leadership at Sunway University, which will be an integral 

part of nurturing our youths on the path to a productive, fulfilling and 

meaningful life. 

This unwavering focus on quality and applicable knowledge has 

been rewarded by the excellent academic results achieved by our 

students, demonstrated by their employability. I am pleased to share 

with you that Sunway University has been ranked No.1 in Asia in 6 

areas of student satisfaction in the Student Barometer Survey Entry 

Wave 2016 undertaken by i-graduate. We have also been declared 

‘Asia’s First Superbrand in Education’, an accolade awarded 

by Superbrands Worldwide, in recognition of Sunway University’s 

significant competitive advantage and brand position in this region.

I would like to warmly welcome you to our community and I sincerely 

hope that you will have a wonderful experience with us!

tan sri  dato’  s eri  dr Jef fre y  c heah,  Ao

chancellor

vice-chAncellor’s
introduction

I am delighted to introduce this latest prospectus which 

showcases our largest ever number of courses. The Sunway brand 

is well-recognised to be one of “quality” and we strive to offer 

the very best in Malaysian university education meeting high 

international standards. 

We are a leading private university, but one that is not-for-profit 

like many of the World’s top universities. We have a state-of-

the-art campus that is uniquely located at the heart of Sunway  

City adjacent to a wide range of amenities and social facilities, 

including the Sunway Lagoon Theme Park. 

We fully recognise that a university education is not just about its 

academic programmes. It is also about the broader social and 

intellectual environment. We are an increasingly international 

university and have established links with some of the most 

distinguished global institutions and regularly feature guest 

lectures by professors and experts in our distinguished speakers’ 

series, open to all. 

Our university continues to grow in reputation and has top five star 

ratings for our teaching, facilities and employability preparation, 

from the international QS organisation, which rates universities all 

over the World. We also partner with Lancaster University, a top 10 

UK university, with which we are able to offer many dual degrees. 

So if you want a high quality university education with excellent 

employment preparation, exposure to some of the World’s leading 

thinkers, and access to a very special social environment, look no 

further than Sunway University. You can be sure of a very warm 

welcome.

profess or  graeme Wi l k ins on
dphil (oxford), fbcs, frsA
vice-chancellor
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hal lmark of  e xcel lence
Sunway University’s programmes have attained accreditation

and are compliant with Malaysia’s regulatory and quality

systems. All our courses are registered and adhere to high

government and compliance standards.  In 2017, we once again 

achieved a Tier 5 “excellent”rating in the Malaysian Rating for 

University and University College Excellence (SETARA-2017), a 

rating we have consistently maintained since 2009.

 

In the 2018 edition of the QS World University Rankings for Asia, 

Sunway University stands among the top 2.5% of institutions in 

Asia. This follows our achievement of the highest distinction of Five 

Stars in the 2015 QS Stars University Ratings for:

 

• Teaching • employabiliTy • FaciliTies

 

These ratings, which are valid for three years (2015 - 2018), places 

the University on par with world-class standards and solidifies

our commitment to excellence; affirming our core strengths of

top quality academic staff; distinction in teaching and research;

employability through grooming highly-skilled graduates; as well

as facilities and infrastructure that are conducive for learning

within an outstanding campus environment.

 

Sunway University has also been awarded the status of Premier 

Digital Technology University by the Malaysian Digital Economy 

Corporation (MDEC), signifying our commitment to offering 

top-notch digital technology courses through the right teaching 

pedagogy that enables us to nurture world class talents for the 

digital tech economy.

the key fActs

Applie d study for  the  real  world
We help shape tomorrow’s work-ready, industry-fit graduates. 

We connect with industry leaders at every level to ensure the 

relevance of our programmes and curriculum. Our students 

are exposed to real world issues and work on real projects and 

real applied research which provides valuable insights to each 

graduate, making them highly employable.

A launch p ad for  the  g lob al  c it iz en
We provide global perspective and experience. Our diverse 

international community of academic staff and students adds to 

our rich academic environment which helps nurture students to 

be global citizens. Our graduates are creative, professional and 

globally minded yet have a keen sense of giving back to the 

society in which they belong.

A creative  appro ach to  teaching
Our innovative teaching methods and learning styles provide 

students with ample opportunities to discover, advance, apply 

and transmit knowledge.

fo cus on hig h imp act  res earch
Even though a young university, our reputation has attracted 

some of the leading experts and researchers in their field, giving 

our students the opportunity to learn and work with the very best.

 sunWAy university hAs Achieved more thAn the required benchmArk, hAving been endorsed  

by meAns of stringent rAting systems. recognition And collAborAtion As A pArtner With  

World-leAding universities Adds to the respect shoWn for our top degree progrAmmes.

Why cho os e  sunway university?
A histor y  ro ote d in  entrepreneuria l 
think ing
Our faculty and staff recognise the interdisciplinary value of 

entrepreneurship and weave it throughout our curriculum and 

co-curricular activities promulgating the vision of our Founder 

Chancellor and Entrepreneur, Tan Sri Jeffrey Cheah AO who 

developed the Sunway Resort City, turning a wasteland into 

Malaysia’s first fully integrated township home to multiple award 

winning properties.

sunway city
Study and live in a safe university town where user-friendly 

pedestrian walkways are thoughtfully connected to budget 

eateries, shopping and sports facilities, medical and financial 

services; as well as public transportation to Kuala Lumpur city.

top quality  programmes
The courses at Sunway University adhere to the most stringent 

regulations. Our qualifications are recognised throughout the 

world, collaborating with top ranking international universities 

adds to the respect shown to our degree programmes.

prestig ious  international  par tnerships

* Student Barometer Survey Entry Wave 2016

in Malaysia for
Overall Learning Experience*

in Malaysia for
Quality Lectures and Employability*

teAching employAbilit y fAcilities

international  c ol lab orations
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connectivity 
& convergence 
sunway university  is  strategic al ly  lo c ate d in  the  
award-w inning tow nship of  sunway city. 

Sunway City has been recognised as a Top Smart City Initiative* in Asia Pacific excluding Japan (APeJ) and won as an Integrated 

Smart and Low-Carbon Township*, alongside category winner Zero Carbon Building from Hong Kong. It was Malaysia’s first fully 

integrated green township** and a Low Carbon City***.  A township comprising world-class retail, hospitality, leisure, healthcare, 

commercial and living components serves as an extension of the vibrant University campus, providing students with the experience 

of sustainable living in a smart city. 

Students can easily navigate the city which is conveniently linked to public transportations such as the Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system, 

the Light Rail Transit networks and the KLIA Express Rail Link (ERL) System. This connectivity is further complemented by the free shuttle 

buses that operate within the township. The beautifully designed elevated canopy walkways which connect the main amenities in 

Sunway City, encourages healthy lifestyles and contributes to sustainable living in this township.

The safety of our students is our utmost responsibility, as we understand the importance of a secure and comfortable, as well as 

affordable and conveniently located accommodation that is conducive to support both academic and extra-curricular activities. 

Sunway University offers various on-campus residences that are complete with 24-hour security comprising Sunway’s own auxiliary 

police and trained security guards.

*  IDC Smart City Asia Pacific Award 2017 awarded by IDC Government Insights, a leading market intelligence and advisory firm for IT, telecommunications and  

consumer technology markets.

** as certified by the Green Building Index in 2012

*** named by the Malaysian Institute of Planners in 2016

The Jeffrey Cheah Foundation is a unique first-of-its-kind structure in Malaysia within the field 

of private higher education, modelled along the lines of some of the oldest and most eminent 

universities in the world.

Governed by a distinguished Board of Trustees, the Foundation aims to safeguard Sunway 

University in perpetuity by ensuring that the assets and operating surpluses are used to continue 

the cause of providing and sustaining quality education for present and future generations of 

students.

Guided by its Founding Principles – Giving to Society, Quality Education, and A Vision in Perpetuity, 

the Foundation believes that a good education at the highest level should not be denied to 

those deserving. To date, more than RM330 million in scholarships have been awarded and the 

amount continues to grow as the Foundation remains steadfast to its commitment towards giving 

to society through quality education in a sustainable manner. 

The Jeffrey Cheah Foundation was officially launched on 18 March 2010 by the Prime Minister 

of Malaysia, YAB Dato’ Sri Haji Mohammad Najib bin Tun Haji Abdul Razak, in the presence of its 

Royal Patron, H.R.H. Sultan Sharafuddin Idris Shah Alhaj ibni Almarhum Sultan Salahuddin Abdul 

Aziz Shah Alhaj, The Sultan of Selangor.

For more information, please visit: jeffreycheah.foundation

enriching lives 
through educAtion

Our Royal Patron (Middle of bottom row)

•   H.R.H. Sultan Sharafuddin Idris Shah 

Alhaj Ibni Almarhum Sultan Salahuddin 

Abdul Aziz Shah Alhaj, The Sultan of 

Selangor

Board of Trustees (From left to right)

•   YBhg Tan Sri Rainer Althoff;  

YBhg Tan Sri Datuk Seri Lee Lam Thye;  

Professor Richard Graeme Larkins, AO;  

YBhg Dato’ Sri Idris Jala

•   YBhg Tan Sri Dato’ Dr. R.V. Navaratnam;  

YBhg Tan Sri Dato’ Prof. Dr. Lin See-Yan;  

YBhg Tan Sri Zarinah Anwar;  

Emeritus Professor Wang Gungwu CBE;  

Y.A.M. Tunku Zain Al-’Abidin ibni Tuanku 

Muhriz

•   YBhg Tan Sri Dr. Jeffrey Cheah, AO;  

YBhg Tan Sri Datuk Seri Razman M. 

Hashim

12
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An e duc ational  par tnership for  World-
c lass  degre es
Sunway University has a very strong strategic partnership with 

Lancaster University in the UK, which means that many of our 

degree programmes lead to dual awards with certificates 

awarded by both universities. 

Lancaster University has been named University of the Year by 

The Times and Sunday Times Good University Guide 2018, and 

is ranked in the Top 10 of all three major UK league tables - The 

Times/Sunday Times (6th), the Complete University Guide (9th), 

and the Guardian (9th) as well as being highly placed for student 

satisfaction, employment and research. 

Collaboration with an international partner of this prestige is a very 

special feature of Sunway. For graduates to obtain both a Sunway 

certificate and a certificate from a top quality British institution is a 

very unique advantage of studying at Sunway University.

lAncAster 
@ sunWAy

lAncAster university hAs been 
nAmed university of the yeAr 
by the times And sundAy times 

good university guide 2018, And 
is rAnked in the top 10 of All 

three mAJor uk leAgue tAbles

le cordon bleu 
@ sunWAy

international  e xcel lence  in  hospita l ity 
e duc ation
Le Cordon Bleu is one of the most highly respected organisations 

in the world devoted to the culinary arts and hospitality 

education. Founded in Paris 120 years ago, it has a prestigious 

history and is renowned as arguably the most distinguished 

culinary arts school in the world. It is an organisation, which stands 

for expertise, innovation, tradition and refinement in the culinary  

arts and for world-class excellence in hospitality education. 

c er tif ic ation by l e  c ordon bleu
Sunway’s partnership with Le Cordon Bleu means that 

programmes in the fields of the culinary arts and hospitality 

management are certified as meeting the very highest 

standards, as laid down by Le Cordon Bleu. 

In practice, this means that graduates from certified programmes 

receive a degree or diploma award from Sunway University 

together with a parchment from Le Cordon Bleu confirming 

that the graduate has completed a programme certified by Le 

Cordon Bleu as meeting its standards. 

Graduates therefore receive both academic recognition and 

industry recognition in the certificates that they receive. This very 

special arrangement gives Sunway graduates the edge in the 

highly competitive international hospitality industry. This is another 

example of Sunway’s excellence.

l anc aster  validation –  how it  Works
Under the strategic partnership between the two universities, 

Lancaster validates most of Sunway’s degrees. This means that 

Lancaster regards such degrees offered at Sunway as equivalent 

to its own and issues its own degrees as well to successful 

graduates. Having successfully completed the programme at 

Sunway and met the agreed criteria, graduates will therefore 

receive a certificate from Sunway University and a certificate from 

Lancaster University.

14
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Professor sir Leszek Borysiewicz frs
• Vice-Chancellor, University of Cambridge;

• Chairman, Cancer Research UK.

Jeffrey cheAh distinguished 
speAkers series
The Jeffrey Cheah Distinguished Speakers Series (JCDSS) gives our student community and the public an opportunity to listen to 

outstanding experts – Nobel Prize winners and world-renowned academics – speak on a variety of issues, providing a platform for 

intellectual discourse and lifelong learning. Tan Sri Dato’ Seri Dr Jeffrey Cheah, AO, Founder and Chancellor of Sunway University, is 

passionate about providing quality education and seeks various methods to empower the community through education. This is 

one of the many activities that Sunway University has embarked on to further boost its social responsibility efforts in education.

All lectures in the Series are open to the public with no admission fee. This will be a great occasion for you to meet, listen and learn 

from some of the world’s greatest academics. Amongst those who have spoken at the JCDSS include:

sir richard evans
•  President of Wolfson College;

• Regius Professor Emeritus of History, University of Cambridge.

John Bowers Qc
•  Principal, Brasenose College, University of Oxford.

Professor dr igor J. koraLnik
•  Professor of Neurology, Harvard Medical School; 

•  Chief, Division of Neuro Immunology; and Director,  

HIV/Neurology Center, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical 

Center, Boston, Massachusetts;

•  Chairperson, Department of Neurological Sciences; and 

Head, Section of Neuroinfectious Diseases, Rush University 

Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois;

•  President, International Society for NeuroVirology.

Professor Peter c. doherty ac 
• Nobel Laureate;

•  Laureate Professor, Department of Microbiology & 

Immunology, University of Melbourne, Peter Doherty Institute 

for Infection and Immunity, Melbourne;

•  Member, St Jude Faculty; Michael F. Tamer Chair of 

Biomedical Research, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, 

Memphis, Tennessee.

Professor Barry J. MarshaLL ac 
•  Nobel Laureate;

•  Nobel Laureate, School of Pathology and Laboratory 

Medicine; Director, The Marshall Centre for Infectious 

Diseases Research and Training; Honorary Clinical Professor, 

Clinical and Adjunct Staff (Medicine and Pharmacology, 

QEIIMC), University of Western Australia.

Professor Barry eichengreen
•  George C. Pardee and Helen N. Pardee Professor of 

Economics and Political Science, University of California, 

Berkeley.

eMeritus Professor wang gungwu, cBe 
•  Chairman, East Asian Institute; and University Professor, 

National University of Singapore;

•  Member, Board of Trustees, Jeffrey Cheah Foundation;

•  Emeritus Professor, Australian National University.

sir roy caLne 
•  Professor Emeritus of Surgery, University of Cambridge.

yang arif dato’ seLventhiranathan thiagaraJah 
• Retired Judge, Court of Appeal, Malaysia.

Professor siBrandes PoPPeMa 
•  President and Professor of Pathology, University of Groningen, 

Netherlands.

the right honouraBLe JiM BoLger onz 
• Chancellor, University of Waikato;

• Trustee, University of Waikato Foundation;

• Former Prime Minister of New Zealand.

Professor PauL ziMMet ao

• Professor of Diabetes, Monash University Australia;

•  Former Director Emeritus, Baker IDI Heart and  

Diabetes Institute;

• Honorary President, International Diabetes Federation.

Professor Jeffrey sachs
•  Chairman, Jeffrey Sachs Center on Sustainable 

Development, Sunway University;

•  Special Advisor to United Nations Secretary-General António 

Guterres on the Sustainable Development Goals;

•  Quetelet Professor of Sustainable Development, and 

Professor of Health Policy and Management, Columbia 

University;

•  Director, Center for Sustainable Development (CSD), The 

Earth Institute, Columbia University;

•  Director, United Nations Sustainable Development Solutions 

Network.

Professor John todd frs
•  Jeffrey Cheah Professorial Fellow in Medicine, Brasenose 

College, and Professor of Precision Medicine, University of 

Oxford;

•  Director, JDRF/Wellcome Trust Diabetes and Inflammation 

Laboratory (DIL), The Wellcome Trust Centre for Human 

Genetics, University of Oxford.

Professor Mark wiLson
•  Jeffrey Cheah Professorial Fellow, Brasenose College, and 

Professor of Chemistry, Physical and Theoretical Chemistry 

Laboratory, Department of Chemistry, University of Oxford.

Professor anthony saich
•  Daewoo Professor of International Affairs, and Director, Ash 

Center for Democratic Governance and Innovation, Harvard 

Kennedy School, Harvard University.

Professor sir aLan fersht frs
•   Master and Life Fellow, Gonville & Caius College, University 

of Cambridge.
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diverse internAtionAl
student community
Beyond the commitment to studies and on-campus activities, 

Sunway University is constantly abuzz with social activities and 

vibrancy! 

Students coming from almost every part of the world are 

drawn to study at Sunway because of our high quality 

programmes, our excellent academic partnerships and our 

outstanding and safe resort location. The campus is purpose-

built with state-of-the-art facilities, making it conducive to study, 

research and work. 

Friendly and helpful staff as well as numerous clubs and 

societies help to cater to the physical, intellectual and 

emotional aspects of students, all coming together to make 

their student experience enjoyable and memorable.

students from over 90 countries 
— live, leArn And plAy together  — 

merging in A culturAl potpourri of 
ideAs And friendship.sunWAy cAmpus librAry

The ISO 9001:2015 certified Library is one of the largest libraries 

for private educational institutions in Malaysia. Equipped with 

the latest library technology, Sunway Campus Library is linked 

worldwide, providing easy access to international e-databases 

and thousands of e-journals.

Its spacious 72,000 square feet of floor space provides a variety 

of learning spaces including individual and collaborative 

learning, Viewing Zone, Group Project Pods, Training Rooms, 

Instructional Lab, Drink and Phone Area, and IT facilities. Users 

may study in the Extended Hour Study Area until 2.00 am  

every day.

Our library is ever growing with a huge variety of books, 

e-journals, online e-databases, audiovisual and other 

collections to support the teaching, learning and research 

efforts of the academic community at Sunway University.

 quick fActs

•  State-of-the-art library, 

with latest technology, 

including RFID and the 

SirsiDynix integrated 

library system

•  A Discovery Service 

(SearchAll) to search 

across the catalogue, 

library e-resources and 

Internet resources at  

one go

•  Excellent collection 

comprising over 146,000 

books, 124 e-databases, 

38,308 e-journals, 182,000 

e-books, and 11,500 

audiovisual materials

•  1,300 seats

•  Wi-Fi access, plus 115 

wired computers

•  Research support for 

staff and students, 

including information 

skills workshops, Help 

Desk and orientation 

sessions

•  Assistance in academic 

writing through the 

Academic Language 

Learning Service

•  Online access to the 

Library’s e-resources 

using PCs and mobile 

devices from anywhere

•  Over RM2.5 million spent 

for library materials 

annually

•  40 library staff, with 16 

professional librarians

•  Reciprocal borrowing 

privileges and access to 

books and e-resources 

from Monash University 

Malaysia Library and 

Learning Commons

•  Access to e-resources 

from Lancaster University 

for students following 

programmes validated 

by Lancaster University
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entry requirements
sunWAy university currently hosts students from over 60 countries Around the World. our progrAmmes Are 

Approved by the ministry of higher educAtion, mAlAysiA, Within the mAlAysiAn quAlificAtions frAmeWork. We Admit 

students holding both mAlAysiAn And internAtionAl quAlificAtions into our progrAmmes. 

At the undergraduate level, qualifications equivalent to the Malaysian Higher School Certificate known as Sijil Tinggi Persekolahan 

Malaysia (STPM) are accepted for admission. The following pages provide information about the overall grade required for admission into 

Sunway University programmes. 

The methods used by the University to determine the overall grade of several pre-university qualifications are provided below.

A-l e vel
The General Certificate of Education (GCE) Advanced Level, or A-Level, is a secondary school leaving qualification in the United 

Kingdom (UK) and commonly offered as an international qualification outside the UK. Your best three subject grades achieved in your 

A-Level qualification would be assigned specific points which would be summated. If this total points exceed the stated requirement,  

you would qualify for admission. 

Points awarded for A-Level subjects are as follows:

grAde Achieved a B c d e

points AWArded 10 8 6 4 2

unif ie d e xamination c er tif ic ate
The Unified Examination Certificate (UEC) is a standardised test for students of Chinese Independent Schools in Malaysia. Only subject 

grades A1 to B6 achieved in your UEC qualification would be assigned specific points. The points from your best five subjects would be 

summated. If this total points do not exceed the stated requirements, you would qualify for admission. C7, C8 and F9 grades cannot be 

included in the calculation.

Points awarded for UEC subjects are as follows:

grAde Achieved a1 a2 B3 B4 B5 B6

points AWArded 1 2 3 4 5 6

international  bacc alaureate
The International Baccalaureate (IB) is an international programme of study. If your total points as shown on your transcript, excluding 

bonus points, exceed the stated requirements, you would qualify for admission. Evidence of successful completion of diploma is also 

required.

For further information, please contact our Admissions Counsellor at info@sunway.edu.my

your educAtion pAthWAy
your secondary education is 
over… what next?

you Are At the crossroAds of 

one of the most importAnt 

decisions in your life After 

completing secondAry school 

– “WhAt Am i going to do next?” 

educAtion opens doors to mAny 

opportunities for you, both Within 

And outside the field of your 

study.

There are various pathways to earn 

a Sunway University degree. You may 

choose from a number of diploma 

programmes offered, which enable 

you to gain subject-specific knowledge 

and technical skills required for your 

undergraduate studies.  You may 

obtain exemptions from certain first 

year subjects if you fulfil the specified 

regulatory requirements. Alternatively, 

with a diploma, you would be sufficiently 

equipped to enter the workforce, if you 

choose to do so. 

If you have completed our American 

Degree Transfer Program, but decided 

to continue your studies locally, you may 

also be eligible for advanced standing 

upon fulfilling conditions specified by the 

Malaysian Qualifications Agency.

On the other hand, pre-University 

programmes such as matriculations, 

foundations and A-level etc. allow you 

to explore topics in various fields of study, 

before you commit to pursue in-depth 

knowledge in a specific discipline of your 

choice at the undergraduate level.

For more information, please make an 

appointment to speak to our Admissions 

counsellor at info@sunway.edu.my.

do ctoral  degre e
(4 years)

master ’s  degre e
(2 to 3 years)

bachelor ’s  degre e
(3 to 3 1/2 years)

spm /  o-l e vel  /  e quivalent

pre-
university 

studies
(12 to 18 months)

Australian matriculation
(AUSMAT)

cambridge gce A-level

canadian international 
matriculation programme 

(CIMP)

international 
baccalaureate (ib)

monash university 
foundation year (mufy)

sijil tinggi persekolahan 
malaysia (stpm)

sunway foundation 
programmes 

Foundation in Arts (FIA)
•

Foundation in Science 
and Technology (FIST)

unified examination 
certificate (uec)

Americ an 
degre e 

transfer 
program

(2 years)

Arts
• Business

• Communication

• Liberal Arts

science/engineering
• Aviation

• Computer Science

• Engineering 

• Science

• Psychology

diploma 
studies

(2 to 2 1/2 years)

•  Diploma of 

Accountancy

•   Diploma in Business 

Administration

•  Diploma in 

Communication

•  Diploma in Culinary 

Arts 

•  Diploma in Events 

Management

•   Diploma in Finance

•  Diploma in Graphic 

and Multimedia 

Design

•  Diploma in Hotel 

Management

•   Diploma in 

Information 

Technology

•  Diploma in Interior 

Design

•  Diploma in Nursing

•  Diploma in  

Performing Arts

*subject to meeting academic requirements for respective programmes

Advanced standing*
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The following are minimum entry requirements for admission into Sunway University programmes.

diploma programmes and Americ an degre e  transfer  programs

AcAdemic quAlificAtion

SiJil PelAJARAn mAlAYSiA oR o-level

 AmericAn degree  
trAnsfer progrAm  
(Adtp)

Adtp (science/engineering) 
for science, engineering, 
Aviation, computer science, 
psychology or related majors

Pass with minimum 5 credits (including english & 
Mathematics or any science subject)

Adtp (Arts) 
for business, communication, 
liberal Arts or related majors

Pass with minimum 5 credits
(including english)

 communicAtion And 
creAtive Arts

diploma in graphic and 
multimedia design

Pass with minimum 3 credits (including a pass in art/ 
technical drawing/Portfolio)

diploma in interior design

diploma in performing Arts Pass with minimum 3 credits (including english) 

hospitAlity

diploma in culinary Arts

Pass with minimum 3 credits
diploma in  
events management

diploma in  
hotel management

nursing diploma in nursing

sPM -  Pass with minimum 5 credits (including Bahasa 
Melayu, english, Mathematics, Biology or  
general science). 
candidates with pass in Biology may be considered 
if they obtained a credit in chemistry or Physics.

o-Level -  Pass with minimum 5 credits (including english, 
Mathematics, Biology or general science). 
candidates with pass in Biology may be 
considered if they obtained a credit in chemistry 
or Physics. 

AcAdemic quAlificAtion
SPecific  RequiRementS engliSh RequiRementS

unified eXAminAtion ceRtificAte

Pass with minimum 5 grade Bs (including 
english & Mathematics or any science subject) - ieLts 5.0 or equivalent

sunway intensive english programme (iep):
Pass Level 4 with minimum 50%

Pass with minimum 5 grade Bs (including english) -

Pass with minimum 3 grade Bs (including a 
pass in art/technical drawing/Portfolio)

Pass a portfolio review and interview conducted  
by the university.

Why is a portfolio necessary?
a Portfolio provides some indication of your ability 
in design and allows us to assess your creative 
potential.

What should a portfolio contain?
a Portfolio should contain three examples of 
drawings in any media.

sunway intensive english programme (iep):
Pass Level 4 with minimum 50%

Pass with minimum 3 grade Bs (including english) -

Pass with minimum 3 grade Bs -
sunway intensive english programme (iep):
Pass Level 3 with minimum 50%

Pass with minimum 5 grade Bs (including 
Bahasa Melayu, english, Mathematics, Biology 
or general science).

candidates with pass in Biology may be 
considered if they obtained a credit in 
chemistry or Physics.

all applicants are required to attend an interview 
and pass a medical check-up.

international students should be able to converse  
in Bahasa Melayu.

The nursing Board of Malaysia requires nursing 
examination candidates (icgse/uec) to possess  
a sPM qualification with credit in Bahasa Melayu.

ieLts 5.5

international students without a credit in 
english must have toefL 515 or equivalent.

Note: Any other qualifications will be considered on a case-by-case basis.
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bachelor  degre e  programmes

AcAdemic quAlificAtion

SiJil tinggi 
PeRSeKolAhAn 
mAlAYSiA

A-level
AuStRAliAn 
mAtRiculAtion

cAnAdiAn 
mAtRiculAtion

monASh 
univeRSitY 
foundAtion  
YeAR

SunwAY 
foundAtion  
in ARtS

 biologicAl 
sciences

bsc (hons) biology  
with psychology

average B-  
or cgPa 2.67 
(Minimum 2 
principals)

Minimum  
14 points

atar 65 65% 65% -

bsc (hons) medical 
biotechnology

business

bsc (hons) in Accounting  
and finance

average B-  
or cgPa 2.67 
(Minimum 2 
principals)

Minimum  
14 points

atar 65 65% 65% cgPa 2.5bsc (hons) financial  
Analysis

bsc (hons) financial 
economics

bsc (hons) business 
management

average c+ 
or cgPa 2.33 
(Minimum 2 
principals)

Minimum  
12 points atar 60 60% 60% cgPa 2.0

bsc (hons) business 
studies

bA (hons) 
entrepreneurship

bsc (hons) global supply 
chain management

bsc (hons) in  
international business

bsc (hons) marketing 

AcAdemic quAlificAtion

SPecific RequiRementS engliSh RequiRementSSunwAY 
foundAtion  
in Science  
technologY

unified 
eXAminAtion 
ceRtificAte

inteRnAtionAl 
BAccAlAuReAte

SunwAY 
diPlomA 
in RelAted 
field*

cgPa 2.5

Maximum 24 
points from 
5 subjects 
(all grade 
Bs excluding 
chinese and 
non-academic 
subjects)

completed with 
minimum 26 
points (excluding 
bonus points)

-
Pass 2 science subjects or have 
experience/strong interest  
in biological sciences.

toefl   550 paper-based,  
213 computer-based,   
80 internet-based

ielts  6.0 
pte Academic   50 overall  

(minimum 46 in each skill)
muet Band 5
spm english a2 or a-
uec english B3

o-level english (1119)
B3

sunway intensive english programme (iep)
Pass Level 4 with minimum 65%

esl/english
satisfactory level in Pre-university programmes, 
where the medium of instruction is english

cgPa 2.5

Maximum 24 
points from 
5 subjects 
(all grade 
Bs including 
Mathematics)

completed with 
minimum 26 
points (excluding 
bonus points)

cavg 60%

1.  credit in Mathematics at 
sPM or its equivalent.

2.  MQa requires local students 
to possess a Muet or 
international english 
proficiency qualification 
in order to register for the 
accounting and finance 
programme.

toefl   550 paper-based,  
213 computer-based,   
80 internet-based

ielts  6.0 
pte Academic   50 overall  

(minimum 46 in each skill)
muet Band 4
spm english B3 or B+
uec english B4

o-level english (1119)
credit

sunway intensive english programme (iep)
Pass Level 4 with minimum 65%

esl/english
satisfactory level in Pre-university programmes, 
where the medium of instruction is english

cgPa 2.0

Maximum 26  
points from 5 
subjects  
(all grade Bs)

completed with 
minimum 25 
points (excluding 
bonus points)

cavg 50% Pass in Mathematics at sPM or 
its equivalent

Note: Any other qualifications will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

*Sunway Diploma holders may obtain advanced standing if credit transfer requirements are met.
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bachelor  degre e  programmes

AcAdemic quAlificAtion

SiJil tinggi 
PeRSeKolAhAn 
mAlAYSiA

A-level
AuStRAliAn 
mAtRiculAtion

cAnAdiAn 
mAtRiculAtion

monASh 
univeRSitY 
foundAtion  
YeAR

SunwAY 
foundAtion  
in ARtS

 communicAtion 
And creAtive 
Arts

bA (hons) 
communication

average c or 
cgPa 2.0  
(Minimum 2 
principals)

Minimum  
8 points

atar 55 55% 55%

cgPa 2.3

bA (hons)  
contemporary music 
(Audio technology)

cgPa 2.0

bA (hons) design 
communication

bA (hons)  
digital film production

bA (hons)  
music performance

Minimum 
2 grade 
cs

bA (hons) in  
interior Architecture

Minimum  
8 points

 computing And 
informAtion 
systems

bachelor of software 
engineering (hons)

average c+  
or cgPa 2.33 
(Minimum 2 
Principals

Minimum 
12 points

atar 60 60% 60% cgPa 2.3

bsc (hons) in  
computer science

bsc (hons) in  
information technology

bsc (hons) information 
technology (computer 
networking and security)

bsc (hons) information 
systems

bsc (hons) information 
systems (business 
Analytics)

bachelor of information 
systems (hons) in  
mobile computing  
with entrepreneurship

AcAdemic quAlificAtion

SPecific RequiRementS engliSh RequiRementSSunwAY 
foundAtion  
in Science  
technologY

unified 
eXAminAtion 
ceRtificAte

inteRnAtionAl 
BAccAlAuReAte

SunwAY 
diPlomA 
in RelAted 
field*

-

Maximum 28 
points from 
5 subjects (all 
grade Bs) completed with 

minimum 24 
points (excluding 
bonus points)

cavg 50%

contemporary music (Audio technology):
all candidates must undertake a Live audition. 
to prepare three 1.5- minute pieces to be sung or 
performed on any instrument of your choice.

music performance:
all candidates must undertake an audition, either 
Live or by video conference. candidates should 
prepare three short pieces to be sung or performed on 
any instrument of their choice. 

design communication and interior Architecture: 
1.  Pass a portfolio review and interview conducted by 

the university.
Why is a portfolio necessary?
a Portfolio provides some indication of your ability in 
design and allows us to assess your creative potential.
What should a portfolio contain?
a portfolio should contain three examples of 
drawings in any media.

design communication:
MQa Programme standards require local students 
to possess a Muet qualification in order to register 
for the design communication programme. students 
who have attained the ieLts or toefL qualifications 
may apply to be exempted from this requirement.

toefl   550 paper-based,  
213 computer-
based, 80 
internet-based

ielts  6.0 
pte Academic   50 overall  

(minimum 46  
in each skill)

muet Band 4
spm english B3 or B+
uec english B4

o-level english (1119)
credit

sunway intensive english 
programme (iep)
Pass Level 4 with minimum 65%

esl/english
satisfactory level in Pre-university 
programmes, where the medium 
of instruction is english

cgPa 2.0

Maximum 28 
points from 
5 subjects 
(all grade 
Bs including 
Mathematics)

cgPa 2.3

Maximum 26 
points from 
5 subjects 
(all grade 
Bs including 
advanced 
Mathematics)

completed with 
minimum 25 
points (excluding 
bonus points)

cavg 60%

credit in additional Mathematics at sPM or its 
equivalent

Maximum 26 
points from 
5 subjects 
(all grade 
Bs including 
Mathematics)

credit in Mathematics at sPM or its equivalent

Note: Any other qualifications will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

*Sunway Diploma holders may obtain advanced standing if credit transfer requirements are met.
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bachelor  degre e  programmes

AcAdemic quAlificAtion

SiJil tinggi 
PeRSeKolAhAn 
mAlAYSiA

A-level
AuStRAliAn 
mAtRiculAtion

cAnAdiAn 
mAtRiculAtion

monASh 
univeRSitY 
foundAtion  
YeAR

SunwAY 
foundAtion  
in ARtS

hospitAlity

bsc (hons) 
conventions  
and events 
management 

average c or  
cgPa 2.0 
(Minimum 2 
principals)

Minimum  
8 points

atar 55 55% 55% cgPa 2.0bsc (hons) culinary 
management

bsc (hons) 
international 
hospitality 
management

 mAthemAticAl 
sciences

bsc (hons)  
Actuarial studies

average c+  
or cgPa 2.33 
(Minimum 2 
principals)

Minimum 
12 points

atar 60 60% 60% cgPa 2.0

psychology bsc (hons)  
psychology

average c+ 
or cgPa 2.33 
(Minimum 2 
principals)

Minimum 
12 points

atar 60 60% 60% cgPa 2.3

AcAdemic quAlificAtion

SPecific RequiRementS engliSh RequiRementSSunwAY 
foundAtion  
in Science  
technologY

unified 
eXAminAtion 
ceRtificAte

inteRnAtionAl 
BAccAlAuReAte

SunwAY 
diPlomA 
in RelAted 
field*

cgPa 2.0

Maximum 28 
points from 
5 subjects (all 
grade Bs)

completed with 
minimum 24 
points (excluding 
bonus points)

cavg 40% -

toefl   550 paper-based,  
213 computer-based,  
80 internet-based

ielts  6.0 
pte Academic   50 overall  

(minimum 46 in each skill)
muet Band 4
spm english B3 or B+
uec english B4

o-level english (1119)
credit

sunway intensive english programme (iep)
Pass Level 4

esl/english
satisfactory level in Pre-university programmes, 
where the medium of instruction is english

cgPa 2.0

Maximum 26 
points from 
5 subjects (all 
grade Bs)

completed with 
minimum 25 
points (excluding 
bonus points)

cavg 50% -

cgPa 2.3

Maximum 26 
points from 
5 subjects 
(all grade 
Bs including 
Mathematics 
and 1 science 
subject)

completed with 
minimum 25 
points (excluding 
bonus points)

-
credit in Mathematics and one 
science subject at sPM or its 
equivalent

toefl   550 paper-based,  
213 computer-based,   
80 internet-based

ielts  6.0 
pte Academic   50 overall  

(minimum 46 in each skill)
muet Band 5
spm english a2 or a-
uec english B3

o-level english (1119)
B3

sunway intensive english programme (iep)
Pass Level 4 with minimum 65%

esl/english
satisfactory level in Pre-university programmes, 
where the medium of instruction is english

Note: Any other qualifications will be considered on a case-by-case basis.

*Sunway Diploma holders may obtain advanced standing if credit transfer requirements are met.
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postgraduate  programmes

AcAdemic quAlificAtion engliSh RequiRementS

business 

mbA

a Bachelor’s degree with minimum 
cgPa of 2.5 or equivalent.

an alternative entry essay or 
equivalent/professional/managerial 
work experience of 3-5 years.

toefl   100 internet-based
ielts  6.5
pte Academic   70 overall 

it should be noted that most candidates who completed their 
undergraduate studies in Malaysia, where the medium of 
instruction is english, would have met the language requirements.

phd (business)
a Master’s degree or equivalent  
in business or related field.

toefl   100 internet-based
ielts  7.0 
pte Academic   70 overall 

candidates who have completed a Master’s degree, or equivalent 
in english would have met the language requirements.

 biologicAl 
sciences

msc in life 
sciences

a Bachelor’s degree in Biological 
sciences with minimum cgPa of  
2.75 or equivalent.

toefl   550 paper-based,  
213 computer-based,  
80 internet-based

ielts  6.0 

pte Academic   50 overall (minimum 46 in each skill)

phd (biology)
a Master’s degree in Life sciences or 
related field. 

 computing 
And 
informAtion 
systems

msc in  
computer science  
(by research)

a Bachelor’s degree in computing with 
minimum cgPa of 3.00 or equivalent.

msc information 
systems

a Bachelor’s degree in computing with 
minimum cgPa of 3.00 or equivalent.

phd (computing)

a Master’s degree or equivalent and 
candidates must have completed at 
least one (1) of their earlier degrees 
(Master’s or Bachelor’s) in computing 
or related to computing.

psychology msc in psychology
a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology with 
a minimum cgPa 3.00 or equivalent.

31
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

biolo gicAl sciences
•  33 BSc (Hons) Biology with Psychology   

•  33 BSc (Hons) Medical Biotechnology   

•  34 MSc in Life Sciences   

•  34 Doctor of Philosophy in Biology

bs c (hons)  me dic al  biote chnolog y
JPT/BPP(U)(N/545/6/0023/FA2463)04/18

About the progrAmme
The development of medical biotechnologies is one of the major 

success stories of the last 20 years, and continues to revolutionise 

the world of medicine. Exciting new developments have led the 

way to new treatments to combat previously life-threatening 

diseases and to improve the quality of life. This programme will 

lead you through some of the most important developments, 

helping you to understand them and opening up a future world 

of innovation and discovery.

Graduates of the programme will find rewarding careers in the 

pharmaceutical industry, as well as in the health sector and in 

public policy, as society grapples with the complex issues that the 

rapidly changing world of medical biotechnology brings with it.

With a focus on developing research skills, this programme equips 

you for further studies at Masters or even PhD level, that can lead 

to cutting edge medical biotechnology discovery.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/sci/bsc-med-biotech

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Pharmaceutical Research & Development

•  Pharmaceutical Marketing Director

•  Clinical Trial Manager

•  Clinical Research Scientist

•  Biomedical & Biotechnology Research Scientist

•  Medical & Scientific Product Specialist

•  Medical Laboratories Director

•  Academia (Science Educator)

vAlidAted by

bs c (hons)  biolog y w ith psycholog y
JPT/BPP(U)(N/421/6/0011/FA2014)03/18

About the progrAmme
This exciting and innovative biology degree incorporates 

behavioural sciences to make it more relevant, relatable, 

and applicable. With 75% of the subjects focusing on biology, 

graduates will be equipped with a strong foundation to further 

their studies in postgraduate level in the area of neuroscience, 

and in clinical or pharmaceutical research.

Alongside academic studies, there will also be opportunities to 

develop research skills and practical experience through working 

on innovative independent research project during the final year.

You will also gain valuable experience working in various 

healthcare industries during the internship component. These 

skills will give you an edge, opening up career opportunities in 

the healthcare sector, pharmaceutical industry, food industries, 

environmental consultancy and related disciplines, as well as 

academia.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/sci/bsc-bio-psy

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Pharmaceutical Product Specialist

•  Pharmaceutical Marketing Director

•  Clinical Trials Manager

•  Neuroscience Research Scientist

•  Pharmaceutical Research & Development Director

•  Academia (Science Educator)

vAlidAted by

biolo gicAl sciences

32
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do ctor  of  phi los ophy in  biolog y
JPT/BPP(U)(N/421/8/0029/PA8022)12/20

About the progrAmme
This research driven programme aims to further develop your 

current research skills in one of a number of key areas of biology. 

Working with your supervisors, you will be exposed to the 

many aspects of research activities including critical analysis 

of literature, identifying an area of contribution, gathering 

information and communicating ideas through journal 

publications and conference presentations. 

Tutorials will be conducted in an exclusive, one-to-one manner 

and supervisors will be on hand to support you throughout the 

duration of the programme. Prior to enrolment, prospective 

candidates will have to consult Sunway’s qualified and 

experienced supervisors to ascertain the area of research.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/sci/bio-phd

intAkes: 
January, March, June & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

4 Years (part-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Academia / Science Educator

•  Postdoctoral / Research Scientist

•  R&D (Senior Researcher)

•  Scientific / Medical Writer

•  Senior Laboratory Manager

•  Scientific Policy (Government Institutions)

•  Quality Control / Health & Safety Agencies

ms c in l ife  s ciences
JPT/BPP(U)(N/545/7/0034/FA4534)03/19

About the progrAmme
This postgraduate research programme will provide you with 

the opportunity to conduct original research, which extends the 

frontiers of knowledge in a specialised area of your choice in Life 

Sciences.

The programme provides advanced knowledge of, and 

training in, research methods that will enable you to apply 

your knowledge and skills as researchers, practitioners and 

administrators in many fields of life sciences and assist you in 

obtaining employment in the healthcare and biopharmaceutical 

industry.

The MSc in Life Sciences is validated by Lancaster University 

and upon successful completion of the programme, graduates 

are awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/life-sc-msc

intAkes: 
January, March, June & August

durAtion:
2 Years (full-time)

3 Years (part-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Biochemist

•  Pharmacologist

•  Immunologist

•  Physiologist

•  Academia / Science Educator

•  Microbiologist

•  Healthcare Manager

•  Research Scientist

•  Laboratory Manager

•  Product Specialist

•  Sales Manager

•  Quality Control Specialist

vAlidAted by

biolo gicAl sciences
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

business
•  37 BSc (Hons) in Accounting and Finance  •  38 BSc (Hons) Business Management  •  38 BSc (Hons) Business Studies   

•  39 BA (Hons) Entrepreneurship  •  39 BSc (Hons) Financial Analysis  •  40 BSc (Hons) Financial Economics   

•  40 BSc (Hons) Global Supply Chain Management  •  41 BSc (Hons) in International Business  •  41 BSc (Hons) Marketing   

•  42 Master of Business Administration  •  43 Doctor of Philosophy (Business)   

business
bs c (hons)  in  Accounting and finance
JPT/BPP(U)(R2/343/6/0047/A7818)06/22

About the progrAmme

In line with Malaysia’s aspirations to become a developed nation, 

the Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA), projected that the 

nation requires 60,000 accounting professionals by 2020, up from 

the 32,000 registered with MIA at the end of 2016, according to 

the MIA Annual Report 2016. 

Our programme is industry-relevant and recognised by renowned 

global professional bodies with key areas of focus comprising 

corporate reporting, financial control, audit engagement, 

treasury, performance management, regulatory compliance and 

professional ethics.

This degree provides you with an in-depth understanding of 

how accounting and finance fit into the broader context of 

business and management. You will be equipped with the critical 

thinking and problem solving skills needed to succeed in today’s 

dynamic business world characterised by constant change and 

innovation. In addition to these technical skills, the curriculum 

places importance on the development of soft skills such as 

communication, negotiation, teamwork and leadership which 

are essential for personal and professional development and 

growth. Consequently, Sunway graduates are highly sought after 

by top employers around the world.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to  

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/bsc-acc-fin

intAkes: 

January, March & August

durAtion: 

3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Chief Financial Officer

•  Investment Banker

•  Commercial Banker

•  Financial Controller

•  Internal & External Auditor

•  Management Consultant

•  Tax Consultant

•  Finance Analyst

•  Fund Manager

•  Financial Planner

•  Corporate Treasurer

vAlidAted by

recognition & exemptions from professionAl bodies:
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bs c (hons)  business  studies
JPT/BPP(U)(R2/340/6/0475/A5978)01/20

About the progrAmme
This programme caters to those who wish to join the business 

profession with a particular emphasis on understanding 

customers and their preferences. You will develop a broad 

understanding of business organisations and learn how businesses 

develop strategies, make decisions, allocate resources, and 

manage risks and uncertainties in this globally competitive 

business environment. Using real and simulated business scenarios, 

you will be exposed to the challenges of decision-making faced 

by businesses. 

Apart from gaining theoretical knowledge, you would be able 

to explore the practical, analytical and strategic planning 

skills required to create value for both businesses and their 

customers. This programme aims to equip you with analytical 

and critical thinking skills, necessary for every employee in this 

global economy. The internship experience incorporated into the 

programme would also consolidate your learning as you apply 

theories into practice, and prepare you to enter the workforce.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to  

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/bsc-b-studies

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• General Manager / Chief Executive Officer

• Buyer, Industrial / Retail Manager

• Distribution / Logistics Manager

• Manager Consultant

• Marketing / Sales Manager

• Product / Brand / Services Manager

• Business Development Manager

• Business Research Analyst 

• Trade Representative

• Entrepreneur

vAlidAted by

bA (hons)  entrepreneurship
JPT/BPP(U)(N/340/6/0733/PA8661)03/22

About the progrAmme
Do you have a BIG idea? Are you set on building a business from 

the ground up? It is not just about preparing a great business plan 

and mastering the pitch to investors. Entrepreneurs don’t follow a 

career path – they make their own. Drive and determination are 

key qualities that make a successful entrepreneur; and at Sunway 

University, we provide the resources and support to help you 

realise your full potential and propel you towards your goals. 

This degree focuses on in-depth knowledge of entrepreneurship 

through business planning, financing, marketing, management, 

information technology and consulting. You will explore every 

aspect of a business and have continuous opportunities to 

engage in various aspects of entrepreneurship which include 

innovation and creative thinking. Apart from traditional business 

models, you would be exposed to corporate entrepreneurship, 

social entrepreneurship, family business management and new 

ventures exploration. 

Through industry speakers and networking opportunities, you will 

gain a contextual understanding of the dynamism and vibrancy 

in the entrepreneurial environment throughout your experience 

within the programme. The Sunway Innovation Labs (iLABS)

provides you with the space to begin building your business, even 

as you are completing your degree.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/ba-entrepreneurship

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Work for a startup you are passionate about

• Start a new venture in a family business

• Create your own entrepreneurial career in any field

• Be the next Mark Zuckerberg

vAlidAted by

bs c (hons)  financial  Analysis
JPT/BPP(U)(N/343/6/0168/PA4452)03/20

About the progrAmme
The BSc (Hons) Financial Analysis programme has been designed 

to meet the increasing demand for quality skills and expertise in 

the financial services industry.

Focusing on the quantitative aspects of finance, you will learn 

about equities, fixed-incomes and derivatives markets. You will 

also explore the applications of mathematical and statistical 

knowledge to the fields of investment and risk management 

to meet the dynamic needs of the financial services industry in 

general.

The solid foundation that we provide allows you to either venture 

directly into a career in finance and investment or to pursue 

further studies in quantitative finance. Through this programme, 

you are prepared for the quantitative aspects of all three levels 

of Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) professional examinations. 

A CFA charter is the most recognised professional qualification in 

the finance world and this will set you up for a successful career 

in finance.

For more information, please refer to  

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/bsc-fin-analysis

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Chief Executive Officer

• Chief Financial Officer

• Investment Banker / Analyst

• Portfolio / Fund Manager

• Money & Wealth Manager

• Financial Analyst

• Financial Engineer

• Financial Strategist

• Financial Research Analyst

bs c (hons)  business  management
JPT/BPP(U)(R2/345/6/0825/A6489)10/20

About the progrAmme
This programme provides you with a comprehensive 

understanding of the main areas of business in order to prepare 

you for a career in management. It is designed to equip you with 

the skills and competencies to effectively manage and efficiently 

adapt business operations in the dynamic and multicultural 

context in which many businesses operate today. 

You will explore businesses in the context of its operations, 

management and evaluation of business information. This 

programme also provides you the opportunity to explore how the 

tools and techniques of management are utilised to analyse and 

evaluate business information and provide the basis for making 

informed decisions.

This broad based programme also allows you the flexibility to 

pursue areas that particularly interest you through the wide range 

of elective subjects available. Its internship component provides 

you the opportunity to apply theory into practice, and prepares 

you to enter the workforce.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to  

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/bsc-b-mgmt

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Chief Executive Officer • Chief Executive Officer 

• Business Consultant • Entrepreneur 

• General Manager • Strategic Planner 

• Marketing Manager • Researcher 

• Procurement Manager • Human Resources Manager 

• Operation / Project Manager

• Organisational Development Manager

vAlidAted by

business
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bs c (hons)  glob al  supply  c hain 
management
JPT/BPP(U)(N/345/6/1003/PA8455)12/21

About the progrAmme
The BSc (Hons) Global Supply Chain Management programme 

aims to meet the increasing demands for professionals in this field. 

You will be equipped with the knowledge, skills and abilities to 

manage supply chain networks to greater operational efficiency.

Supply chain professionals see the big picture and understand 

how finances, people, information, processes, product, and 

technology interact within the business ecosystem. You will 

study core elements of the supply chain in the global business 

environment, such as in procurement strategies, inventory control, 

logistics operations, distribution practices and sustainability; and 

how these elements interact to create value for your organisation.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/bsc-supply-chain

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Business Analyst 

• Business Consultant

• Supply Chain Consultant 

• Enterprise Resource Planner

• Strategic Planner 

• Inventory Specialist

• Customer Service Manager 

• Logistics Engineer

• Materials Manager 

• Production Analyst

• International Logistics Manager

• Warehouse Operations Manager

vAlidAted by

bs c (hons)  in  international  business
JPT/BPP(U)(N/345/6/1027/PA8456)03/22

About the progrAmme
In this globalised economy, organisations compete in 

international markets, and often operate in multi-cultural 

environments across different countries. This degree is designed 

to equip you with the essential knowledge in the area of 

international business. You will have an opportunity to learn how 

businesses operate in such diverse environments and also gain 

an understanding of the development and implementation of 

international strategies.

Apart from exposure to traditional business management 

practices, our curriculum also introduces the global and 

contemporary issues affecting cross border businesses, such as 

human resource management, resource allocation and market 

expectations.  The core elements that would be covered are 

International Business Law, International Economics, International 

Human Resources Management, Organisational Behaviour 

and Cultural Management related to the international business 

environment.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/bsc-b-international

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Business Consultant

• Regional Human Resource Consultant 

• General Manager

• Regional Marketing Directors

• Entrepreneur

• International Trade Manager

• Business Analyst

• Marketing Manager

• Import / Export Manager

• Logistics / Procurement Specialist

vAlidAted by

bs c (hons)  marketing
JPT/BPP(U)(N/342/6/0124/PA4630)11/19

About the progrAmme
This specialised degree is a dynamic programme encompassing 

the multifaceted components of marketing. Central to the 

programme design is a focus on understanding consumer 

behaviour as a driver of product design, distribution, 

communication, and pricing strategy. Through the study 

of specialised marketing fields such as branding, services, 

relationship and digital marketing, you will learn how to create 

value for both the firm and its customers.

Our unique course delivery techniques combine active 

classroom learning with talks from industry leaders in 

Marketing, providing valuable insights into the challenging 

business environment today, as well as success stories of a 

well implemented marketing strategy. This programme also 

incorporates a simulated business challenge and industry field 

trips, to enhance your learning experience. We provide the 

teaching and learning environment to equip you with critical 

and analytical thinking skills as well as sound decision making 

competency to address real-world marketing challenges. With 

emphasis on innovation and creativity, this programme grooms 

marketing champions who have the potential to excel in the 

industry. The internship component provides you the opportunity 

to apply theory into practice, and prepares you for the workforce.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/bsc-marketing

intAkes:  durAtion: 
January, March & August 3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Chief Executive Officer • Chief Marketing Officer

• Product Manager  • Brand Consultant

• Supply Chain Manager • Key Accounts Specialist 

• Retail Expert • Consumer Research Analyst

• Advertising & Promotions Specialist

• Marketing Consultant Professional

• Management Consultant Professional

• Customer Relationship Manager

vAlidAted by

bs c (hons)  financial  e conomics
JPT/BPP(U)(N/343/6/0167/PA4451)03/20

About the progrAmme
Some of the global issues in our times relate to economic growth 

and sustainable development, unemployment, poverty, financial 

and monetary crises. The BSc (Hons) Financial Economics 

programme gives you the opportunity to combine studies in 

the areas of economics, financial mathematics and statistics for 

a wider range of careers both within and outside the financial 

services industry.

You would have more flexibility to venture into diverse fields such 

as financial planning, macroeconomics, financial forecasting, 

trading, financial-economic research as well as risk and asset 

management in banking. 

To remain competitive in an increasingly complex financial 

ecosystem, this programme also incorporates topics in the 

Certified Financial Planner (CFP), Registered Financial Planner 

(RFP) and Securities Commission Licensing Examination modules 

to prepare students for these certifications. Some students are 

even recommended to take an additional examination in order 

to obtain a Certified Financial Analyst (CFA) status.

 

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/bsc-fin-econs

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Chief Executive Officer 

• Chief Financial Officer

• Financial Analyst / Planner 

• Claims Analyst / Adjustor

• Broker-Dealer 

• Economics Analyst

• Compliance Auditor 

• Pension Fund Administrator

• Statistician 

• Economics Researcher

•  Life / Property / Casualty Underwriter

business
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master  of  business  Administration
JPT/BPP(U)(R/340/7/0142/FA1124)04/22

About the progrAmme
The MBA dual award programme is tailored for aspiring 

managers who have the ambition of becoming strategic leaders 

within an increasingly complex organisational and business 

environment. If you decide to join this premier MBA programme, 

you will be acquiring not only a thorough knowledge of the latest 

management theories and tools, but will also be working on 

yourself – honing and building a set of skills you can use wherever 

you may find yourself. You will explore the leader within, emerging 

as a change agent within both the business world and beyond.

globAl recognition 
This premier programme is offered in collaboration with Lancaster 

University Management School. Lancaster is ranked in the top 1% 

of universities globally and has been delivering MBA programmes 

for many years. The Lancaster MBA programmes are triple 

accredited and globally recognised. Indeed, the Lancaster MBA 

is amongst an exclusive group of UK based MBAs to remain in the 

Financial Times for over a decade.

globAl delivery 
This programme is delivered in the purpose-built Graduate 

Centre utilising our unique Mindful Manager approach, 

designed to develop your cognitive and collaborative skills and 

your judgement and decision-making ability. Students have 

the flexibility of gaining credits by taking selected modules at 

other locations where Lancaster delivers an equivalent MBA 

programme.

globAl fAculty 
The faculty involved in designing and delivering this programme 

are amongst the best management consultants, educators 

and research scholars in the world. Locally based global faculty 

complement a large contingent of UK based educators 

delivering the MBA dual award programme. The outstanding 

faculty support, coupled with the unique learning process delivers 

a very high completion rate among our students.

This MBA is validated by Lancaster University and upon successful 

completion of the programme, graduates are awarded two 

certificates; one from Sunway University and another from 

Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/mba

intAkes: 
August

durAtion:
2 Years (part-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Chief Executive Officer

• Chief Operations Officer

• Corporate Planner

• Director

• Entrepreneur

• Financial Manager

• General Manager

• Human Resources Director

• Management Consultant

• Managing Director

• Marketing Director

• Product Development Manager

• Project Director / Manager

• Senior Business Development Manager

• Senior Manager

• Strategist

• Vice President

vAlidAted by

do ctor  of  phi los ophy (business)
JPT/BPP(U)(N/340/8/0154/FA1968)10/17

About the progrAmme
A Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) is the highest level of academic 

qualification one can achieve. This qualification sets you apart as 

having developed an exhaustive understanding of your selected 

focus area in the discipline of business studies, placing you at the 

forefront of your chosen field of research.

Our PhD in Business provides you with opportunities to undertake 

extensive investigation within your chosen business field and you 

are encouraged to develop new ideas or employ well thought-

out methodologies to produce noteworthy theoretical and 

practical contributions. You will utilise the best-suited research 

design to explore and/or test informed ideas. The outcome of 

your research extends the frontiers of knowledge and you will 

disseminate the scholarly findings to peers and practitioners, 

through academic and professional networks, conferences/

seminars and even publications.

The University has a dedicated team of academicians to mentor 

you along your research journey, as you investigate a topic of 

your choice. You may pursue a topic or an issue in which you are 

currently researching within your work place, in which case your 

PhD can also be of direct relevance to your current employment. 

Alternatively, you can choose to undertake research in any 

particular area you are passionate about.

business

You will be a part of an elite group of respected scholars, 

who actively promote scientific, technological, social and 

cultural progress whilst also shaping business, legal and societal 

boundaries. By the end of your study, you would have developed 

expertise in your chosen field and be well-equipped with the 

necessary knowledge, skills and personal attributes to carry out 

independent research.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/subs/b-phd

intAkes: 
January, March, June & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

4 Years (part-time)

cAreer prospects:
Doctoral graduates are highly trained specialists in their fields. You 

may enter careers in academia, research or consulting as well as 

undertake specialist roles, for example as analysts in investment 

banking.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

c ommunicAtion And creAtive Art s
•  45 Diploma in Graphic and Multimedia Design  •  45 Diploma in Interior Design  •  46 Diploma in Performing Arts   

•  46 BA (Hons) in Communication   •  47 BA (Hons) Contemporary Music (Audio Technology)  •  47 BA (Hons) Design Communication   

•  48 BA (Hons) Digital Film Production  •  48 BA (Hons) in Interior Architecture  •  49 BA (Hons) Music Performance

diploma in interior  design
JPT/BPP(U)(R/214/4/0059/A8679)3/18

About the progrAmme
This programme allows you to explore the art and science of 

enhancing interior spaces to make it aesthetically pleasing to 

the end user. Interior spaces no longer just meet functional and 

practical requirements, they are crucial to how we experience 

life, work and play.

Inspiring new developments in technology and materials has 

created countless opportunities for the creative professional 

who chooses to pursue interior design. You will be equipped with 

the principles and theories of interior design before you begin 

to explore your creative potential through the many hands-on 

interior design activities as part of your curriculum. 

With the support of experienced lecturers, you will discover 

the intricacies of space planning, design processes and 

visual aspects of presentations as well as concepts relating to 

building materials, furniture design, building construction, project 

specifications and professional ethics. During the programme, 

you would also have opportunities to participate in industry 

competitions and real world projects.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/soa/dip-interior-design

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
2 Years 6 Months (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Interior Designer

• Exhibition Designer

• Set Designer

• Project Manager

• Event Designer

• Model Maker

• Display Artist

• 3D Visualiser

• Visual Merchandiser

• Retail Designer

• Signage & Experience Designer

diploma in graphic  and 
mu ltime dia  design
JPT/BPP(U)(R/213/4/0121/A8678)7/18

About the progrAmme
Our Diploma in Graphic and Multimedia Design programme aims 

to provide you with a broad-based education in the creative arts, 

and technical skills that are critical for your success in this industry. 

You will learn about various aspects and techniques of graphic 

design including its application to packaging, corporate identity, 

publication design, environmental graphics, advertising design 

and digital graphics.

The development of fundamental skills through Drawing and 

Principles of Design will be the main focus of learning in Year One, 

with the inclusion of Typography and Computer Graphics. In 

the following year, the syllabus will build on creative conceptual 

design solutions in packaging, publication, corporate identity and 

other areas.

The final year includes practice in a real working environment 

within advertising agencies and design houses. Upon graduation, 

you would be well equipped to venture into the working world 

if you choose to do so. Alternatively, you may also further your 

studies at Bachelor’s level. 

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/soa/dip-graphic-multimedia

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
2 Years 6 Months (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Art Director

•  Graphic Designer

•  Animator

•  Web & Multimedia Designer

•  Advertising Designer

•  Game Designer

•  Illustrator

•  Visual Effects Specialist

•  Motion Graphic Designer

•  Concept Artist

•  Video Production Artist

c ommunicAtion And creAtive Art s

44
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diploma in performing Ar ts
JPT/BPP(U)(R/212/4/0020/A4657)4/19

About the progrAmme
This programme has the distinction of covering two disciplines 

– theatre and film; it gives the students an interdisciplinary 

curriculum rarely found in other programmes. Students who select 

this programme will be surrounded and supported by like-minded 

and equally passionate classmates, lecturers and staff, with whom 

you will collaborate and learn from. Apart from lectures, you will 

be introduced to a variety of other learning methods, such as 

demonstrations, practical sessions, tutorials, viewings, discussions, 

performances and field trips.

The lecturers are dynamic individuals who are artistic and 

professional people known in film, television, media and theatre. 

They not only provide the guidance but also are the links to the 

industry for students’ future work contacts.

The programme aims to give you a rounded, rigorous, 360° 

education and training in the fundamentals of theatre and 

film production, and acting. This comprehensive training and 

education in the inter-related disciplines of theatre and film 

production will give you a great head start in employment and 

further education upon graduation.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/soa/dip-performing-arts

intAkes: 
March

durAtion:
2 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Actor

•  Voice-over Talent

•  Director

•  Producer

•  Production Manager

•  Stage Manager

•  Cinematographer

•  Editor

•  Production Designer

•  Script Writer

•  Drama Teacher

bA (hons)  in  c ommunic ation
JPT/BPP(U)(R/321/6/0018/FA0350)04/21

About the progrAmme
This exciting and high-impact communication programme 

has three interdisciplinary specialisations designed to produce 

industry employable graduates – Corporate Communication, 

Advertising Design, and PR Project Management. 

This innovative and creative programme works closely with 

industry practitioners to reinforce knowledge learnt in the 

classroom in project-based learning. You will have the opportunity 

to get up-close and personal with industry leaders, as they share 

their expertise and skills in seminars, workshops and classroom 

projects. This extends the learning beyond the classroom 

and you are given opportunities to plan and organise events 

through which you can apply your classroom knowledge. The 

Communication and Networking Club spearhead initiatives of 

the department such as organising field trips, community service 

collaborations and festivals. These events and activities add 

excitement and provide real world insights to you as part of your 

learning. 

Additionally, as you work with lecturers on your research-based 

subjects, critical thinking, perseverance and research skills will be 

honed in the process. The internship component in the final year 

culminates all your learning, as you begin to apply theories into 

real world practice. 

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/soa/ba-communication

intAkes:  durAtion: 
January, March & August 3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Copywriter •  Media Planner

•  Public Relations Manager •  Branding / Image Strategist

• Advertising & Promotion Manager

•  Corporate Communications Director

•  Web Media Advertising Specialist

•  Corporate Image Consultant

•  Creative Production Manager

vAlidAted by

bA (hons)  c ontemp orar y music  (Audio 
te chnolog y)
JPT/BPP(U)(N/212/6/0029/PA6234)09/20

About the progrAmme
This programme aims to train versatile musicians and music 

producers. It is both a technical and creative degree 

programme, providing you with solid music theory and academic 

knowledge, while developing your skills in audio technology 

through studio practice and interdisciplinary collaborative 

projects. Subjects and areas covered include composition, 

arrangement, sound design and film scoring, as well as music 

theory, history and aural training.

If you have a strong interest in music, production, sound and 

audio technology, this programme is ideal for you. It is also open 

to individuals with no prior formal musical training who are 

passionate about pursuing a career in music. Graduates will be 

equipped to work in the music industry as producers, composers, 

sound engineers and creative artists; or in the broader creative 

industries through work on film, TV, video games, theatre, dance, 

entertainment and many more.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/soa/ba-music-audiotech

intAkes: 
March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Music Producer/Director

•  Music Artiste (eg. Singer-Songwriter, Vocalist, Musician)

•  Recording Studio Engineer

•  Sound Designer and Recordist for Digital Media, Film, TV & 

Theatre

•  Sound Designer and Music Composer for video games,  

digital applications (apps)

•  Orchestrator

•  Music Journalist

•  Creative Industry Entrepreneur

•  Online Music Platform Management

bA (hons)  design c ommunic ation
JPT/BPP(U)(N/214/6/0172/PA8091)11/21

About the progrAmme
The 21st century communication designer is one who not only 

develops a message content for printed or electronic media, 

with emphasis on aesthetics in media, but also has the ability to 

create new media channels to ensure the message reaches its 

target audience.

This programme aims to nurture passionate, creative thinkers 

who have a good understanding of key communication and 

information design concepts towards the application of these 

to new design trends and projects. It builds on and values the 

understanding of historical and contextual referencing and the 

capability to source for original materials through research. You 

will be engaging with traditional areas of communication as well 

as having access to cutting edge design, technology, software 

and digital media. From a broader perspective, you will be 

encouraged to not only develop your individual creative skills, but 

also your teamwork and networking skills through participation in 

creative collaboration teams.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/soa/ba-design-comm

intAkes:  
January, March & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Creative Director • Graphic Designer

• Web Designer • 2D / 3D Animator

• Illustrator • Copywriter

• Freelancer • UI Designer

• Event Coordinator • Game Artist

• Project Coordinator • Design Entrepreneur

• Interactive / Multimedia Designer

• Film / TV Assistant Producer

vAlidAted by

c ommunicAtion And creAtive Art s
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bA (hons)  digita l  fi lm pro duction
JPT/BPP(U)(N/213/6/0264/PA6233)09/20

About the progrAmme
The BA (Hons) Digital Film Production explores the creative and 

professional aspects of film production including short film and 

documentary, scriptwriting, sound design, acting, transmedia 

content creation, post-production, entrepreneurship and 

internship with the widest and most value-added applications.

The programme aims to produce versatile creative producers 

who are skilled in audio-visual production and transmedia 

application across multiple screens to enhance capability 

and competency in Malaysia’s growing creative economy. 

The expertise acquired in this programme will be relevant to a 

diverse range of conventional and new career options within 

and beyond the current media landscape that has been 

revolutionised by digital technology.

With our innovative Hands-on Approach to teaching, you will 

find yourselves completely immersed in your course of study, 

surrounded by award-winning faculty and working with up-to-

date equipment and facilities. You will also be trained to foster 

critical thinking and communication skills in order to fulfil your full 

academic potential. Upon completion of the programme, you 

would have amassed an impressive portfolio of work, the best 

of which will be screened at our end-of-year Public Graduation 

Showcase.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/soa/ba-film-production

intAkes:  durAtion:
March & August 3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Audio-Visual Producer •  Transmedia Designer

•  Filmmaker •  Creative Entrepreneur

•  Film Director •  Production Designer

•  Video Producer •  Screenwriter

•  Mobile Content Designer •  Cinematographer

•  Sound Designer •  Post Production Producer

•  Editor •  Art Director

•  Digital Project Coordination Specialist

vAlidAted by

bA (hons)  in  interior  Archite cture
JPT/BPP(U)(N/581/6/0091/PA8200)09/21

About the progrAmme
The BA (Hons) in Interior Architecture is an exciting programme 

designed for students who seek to become innovative interior 

architecture professionals of the 21st century. Spanning a period 

of 3 and 1/2 years, you will engage in various aspects of design 

for interior environments and develop skills which enable you to 

contribute to the profession with creativity and confidence. 

The programme of study takes place in a broad range of learning 

environments, beginning with studio experience which engages 

you in the fundamentals of design process and thinking, allowing 

knowledge and skill-development in the practice of designing 

interactions between people and interior spaces. You will be 

exposed to a balanced mixture of theoretical and practical 

subjects such as design practice, modelling, drawing, furniture 

design, and sustainable design. A keen sense of design coupled 

with communication skills and the ability to utilise the latest 

technology, will equip you for a career in any field of design.

You will also experience an immersive learning environment in the 

real world during the 6-month industrial placement programme. 

This programme has been developed according to the 

guidelines of the Board of Architects Malaysia (Lembaga Arkitek 

Malaysia, LAM).

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/soa/ba-interior-architecture

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
3 Years 6 Months (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  3D / CAD Visualizer •  Creative Director

•  Design Consultant •  Design Entrepreneur

•  Furniture Designer •  Interior Architect / Designer

•  Interior Technician •  Lighting Designer

•  Project Manager •  Product Designer

•  Retail Designer •  VR / AR Designer

vAlidAted by

bA (hons)  music  performance
JPT/BPP(U)(N/212/6/0035/PA8529)03/22

About the progrAmme
The BA (Hons) Music Performance is focused on Western art 

music, with training in practical musicianship, music theory, and 

academic knowledge. It is a practice-based, creative degree 

programme in which you would be expected to practice 

individually, rehearse in ensembles, and perform in both contexts. 

During your studies, you will also gain knowledge in music theory, 

music history, composition, arrangement, music technology and 

music education.

This programme is ideal for you if you have a background 

in performance with an interest in solo performance and/or 

ensemble playing. Upon graduation, you will be equipped for a 

professional career in the music industry as performers, educators, 

and session musicians, utilising a broad exposure to other related 

areas, including composition and arrangement. Furthermore, due 

to the interdisciplinary nature of the programme and its strong 

emphasis on collaborative work, you would gain a wide range of 

transferable skills necessary for employment in today’s creative 

industries.

For more information, please refer to  

university.sunway.edu.my/soa/ba-music-performance

intAkes: 
March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full time)

cAreer prospects:
• Musician

• Conductor

• Composer

• Music Educator

• Retail Music  

c ommunicAtion And creAtive Art s
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

c ompu ting And informAtion systems
•  51 BSc (Hons) in Computer Science  •  51 BSc (Hons) Information Systems  •  52 BSc (Hons) Information Systems (Business Analytics)   

•  52 BIS (Hons) in Mobile Computing with Entrepreneurship  •  53 BSc (Hons) Information Technology   

•  53 BSc (Hons) Information Technology (Computer Networking and Security)  •  54 Bachelor of Software Engineering (Hons)   

•  56 MSc in Computer Science (By Research)  •  56 MSc in Information Systems  •  57 Doctor of Philosophy (Computing)

c ompu ting And 
informAtion systems
bs c (hons)  in  c omputer  s cience
JPT/BPP(U)(R2/481/6/0058/FA0282)03/21

About the progrAmme
A computer science graduate will likely pursue careers with 

little direct interaction with users, such as in the design and 

development of systems infrastructure, software or application 

technologies such as web browsers or databases. This 

programme has been developed according to the Malaysian 

Qualifications Agency Programme Standards for Computing and 

the Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Degree Programs in 

Computer Science published by the ACM-IEEE CS (Association for 

Computing Machinery and Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers Computer Society). It is designed to ensure that 

graduates are well equipped with the knowledge, principles and 

skills in developing new technological and innovative solutions in 

the field of Computer Science. 

The curriculum provides a comprehensive foundation of 

computer science, allowing you to gain technical knowledge 

such as theoretical algorithmic foundations to develop cutting-

edge software or computing solutions. During your studies, you will 

also have the opportunity to perform a range of activities such 

as analysing, modelling, designing, developing and evaluating 

computing solutions. There are also electives in specialised areas 

such as computer vision and computer security. 

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/bsc-comp-sc

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Chief Technology Officer •  Research Analyst

•  Mobile App Developer •  Game Developer

•  System Designer •  Network Specialist

•  Software Engineer / Architect 

•  Software Quality Assurance Officer

•  Enterprise Distributed Application Developer

vAlidAted by

bs c (hons)  information systems
JPT/BPP(U)(R/481/6/0516/A5451)10/19

About the progrAmme
The BSc (Hons) in Information Systems programme synergises 

programming fundamentals with business studies and analytics, 

creating multiple job opportunities related to the design, 

implementation and management of IT. Students will be able to 

demonstrate leadership capabilities in designing, implementing, 

evaluating information systems solutions. The programme 

is compliant with ACM-IEEE, W3C recommendations, MQA 

Qualifications Standards framework, and skill-sets defined for 

Information Systems graduates by the UK AGCAS editors (Dec, 

2015), with industry linkage and certifications.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to  

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/bsc-info-sys

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• IT Consultant

• IT Auditor

• IT Analyst

• IT Project Manager

• Data Mining Specialist

• Business Analyst

vAlidAted by

50
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bs c (hons)  information systems 
(business  Analytics)
JPT/BPP(U)(N/482/6/0087/PA5803)09/20

About the progrAmme
This programme focuses on the study of technologies and 

analytical skills, with core subjects in data mining, business 

intelligence, knowledge management, social media analytics, 

big data analytics in the Cloud and others. The emergence and 

advancement of multimedia, social media and the Internet is 

fuelling exponential growth in data captured by enterprises. The 

ability to harness and analyse massive data creates significant 

value for businesses, enterprises and governments. It enables 

better decision making for business profitability, enhanced 

consumer satisfaction and disaster management. Graduates with 

expertise in business analytics are in high demand globally.

During your studies, you will work on identifying solutions to 

practical and real-world problems of companies by utilising data 

sets in the presence of analytics experts. You will have the option 

to gain an additional joint certificate in Big Data with Advanced 

Techniques in Data Science from SAS Institute. 

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/bsc-b-analytics

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Chief Knowledge Analyst

•  Business Intelligence Manager / Specialist / Architect / 

Consultant

• Customer Segmentation Specialist

• Credit Scorecard Specialists

• Chief Social Media Scientist

• Business Information System Architect

vAlidAted by

bis (hons)  in  mobi le  c omputing w ith 
entrepreneurship
JPT/BPP(U)(N/482/6/0110/PA5296)06/21

About the progrAmme
Our programme provides you with an in-depth knowledge and 

understanding of smart computing as an integrated mobile 

information system while further developing entrepreneurial skills. 

Alongside the technical skills gained in information systems and 

mobile technologies, the programme covers the development 

of key business processes and the management skills necessary 

in today’s rapidly changing world of employment, whether 

you want to start your own business or go directly into the tech 

industry.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/bis-mobile-comp

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Mobile System Analyst 

• E-business Entrepreneur

• Mobile Technology Manager 

• Information Systems Manager

• Mobile Application Developer 

• Mobile Computing Specialists

vAlidAted by

bs c (hons)  information te chnolog y
JPT/BPP(U)(R/481/6/0483/A5447)08/19

About the progrAmme
This programme aims to equip you with the technical knowledge 

to keep abreast with the rapid advances in technology, and 

to develop your analytical skills. Students undertaking this 

programme are exposed to both technical and real-world 

practical experiences through the specially-crafted coursework 

and industrial training, making our graduates market-ready upon 

graduation.

Technology-based industries are fast-moving and require talents 

equipped with a balanced knowledge in software development 

and hardware infrastructure. By combining your technical 

knowledge on IT with hands-on experience, you will be adept 

at developing an organisation’s technology infrastructure and 

support its users. This versatile programme is best suited for those 

who wish to proceed as generalists in computing and build 

successful careers as IT professionals and managers. According 

to your personal interest, you may explore the various electives 

offered and enhance your knowledge in specific fields such as 

network management and security, database engineering and 

mobile development.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/bsc-info-tech

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• IT Specialist

• Network Specialist

• System Engineer

• Web / E-Commerce Architect

• Database Architect

• IT Infrastructure Engineer

vAlidAted by

bs c (hons)  information te chnolog y 
(c omputer  network ing and s e curity)
JPT/BPP(U)(N/481/6/0619/PA4817)03/20

About the progrAmme
Organisations depend on their information networks for mission-

critical operations. Highly trained networking professionals 

are needed to ensure these infrastructures are resilient and 

operational. Threats towards networks are ever increasing and 

rapidly evolving. The security policies that are developed must 

be able to ensure accurate evaluation of internet traffic, to 

appropriately filter malicious users.

Graduates from this programme will be well-versed in the 

technical skills of computer hacking investigation and prevention, 

paving the way for a potentially lucrative career in the field of 

computer and networking security. There are global opportunities 

in sectors that have a rapid demand for networking and cyber-

security experts such as the banking or financial industry, large 

private organisations, or the government.

You will also gain exposure to computer and networking security 

related practices in business and the industry through a 12-

week industrial attachment. Graduates will revolutionise the 

field of Information Security with a solid foundation leading to 

internationally recognised professional credentials awarded by 

EC-Council (IT Security Certification Body from USA):

• Certified Ethical Hacking (CEH)

• Computer Hacking Forensic Investigator (CHFI)

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/bsc-network-security

intAkes:  durAtion:
January, March & August 3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Network Engineer • Security Engineer

• IT Consultant • Hacker Consultant 

• Security Specialist • Network Designer

• IT Forensic Investigator • Network Infrastructure Specialist

vAlidAted by

c ompu ting And 
informAtion systems
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bachelor  of  s oftware  
engine ering (hons)
JPT/BPP(U)(N/481/6/0763/PA8122)06/21

About the progrAmme
Software systems have become the cornerstone of all modern 

businesses. These systems are often complex yet must be 

robust and adaptable. This programme will equip you with the 

knowledge and understanding of user requirements in analysing, 

modelling, designing, and developing large-scale software 

systems that are reliable and robust. Such Software Engineering 

(SE) specialists will be able to respond to the ever growing impact 

of large-scale software systems in a wide range of situations, as 

well as to the increased importance in safety-critical and mission-

critical applications. 

With the technical content gained as well as the practical 

aspects of architecture design, software development, software 

processes, software project management, software testing 

and software maintenance issues, you will be prepared to 

meet challenges of the industry and have the competency to 

develop new and innovative solutions. The three-month internship 

incorporated into the programme, will provide you with the 

opportunity to apply theories in practice and prepare you to 

enter the workforce.

This programme includes the Certified Tester Foundation Level 

(CTFL) professional certification which incorporates software 

testing components within the curriculum of this degree 

programme. The CTFL is a globally accredited software testing 

professional certification fully accredited by the Malaysian 

Software Testing Board (MSTB), the national body representing the 

industry interests in promoting Software Quality Assurance (SQA) 

and software testing as core competencies in the development 

of software-dependent quality products and services. This 

industry-linked certificate will be an added advantage for the 

students, making them highly employable graduates.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/bsc-software-eng

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Software Engineer

• Software Tester

• Software Architect

• Game Developer

• Mobile App Developer

• System Designer

• IT Analyst

• Research Analyst

• Software Quality Assurance Officer

• Enterprise Distributed Application Developer

vAlidAted by

c ompu ting And 
informAtion systems
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do ctor  of  phi los ophy (c omputing)
JPT/BPP(U)(R/481/8/0001/FA0031)09/20

About the progrAmme
Candidates of the Doctor of Philosophy in Computing at Sunway 

University will be leaders and innovators in the fields of computing, 

information and communications technology. This research-driven 

programme aims to further develop your research skills in one of a 

number of crucial areas of computing. Working closely with your 

supervisors, you will be exposed to the many aspects of research 

activity including critical analysis of literature, identifying areas of 

contribution, compiling information and communicating ideas 

through journal publications and conference presentations.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/comp-phd

intAkes: 
June & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

4 Years (part-time)

career prospects:
Doctoral graduates are highly trained specialists in their fields. 

You may enter careers in academia, research, consulting as 

well as undertake specialist roles, for example development in 

advanced computing technology companies.

ms c in information systems
JPT/BPP(U)(N/481/7/0137/PA1271)04/18

About the progrAmme
Information systems are a critical part of an organisation’s IT 

infrastructure. IT professionals, who can manage information 

resources, understand the technology and systems, are key to 

successful modern enterprises.

This programme is strategically positioned to enable you to 

undertake information systems research that is theoretically 

and methodologically rigorous, and enables you to develop 

your capability to plan, organise and carry out research studies 

at master’s level. It extends your knowledge of research in 

your chosen area, and builds your skills in communicating your 

research work.

This programme is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/info-sys-msc

intAkes: 
January, March, June & August

durAtion:
2 Years (full-time)

3 Years (part-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Computer Science Researcher 

• Chief Information Officer

• IT Consultant

• IT Auditor

• IT Project Director

• Business Analyst

• IT System Analyst

• Software Engineer

• Data Scientist

• Database Engineer

vAlidAted by

ms c in  c omputer  s cience  (by res earch)
JPT/BPP(U)(R/481/7/0453/A9654)03/19

About the progrAmme
The MSc in Computer Science programme will train you to carry 

out research in current and emerging fields within the Information 

Technology industry. With the aim of expanding your intellect by 

nurturing advanced knowledge in specialist technical subject 

areas, our focus is to enable you to lead future developments 

be it in the industry or in academia. You will be integrated as 

members of our research groups at Sunway University with 

various opportunities to participate in research alongside your 

supervisors through seminars, workshops, laboratory experiments 

and fieldwork. Graduates of the MSc in Computer Science will 

have competencies in theory and practice of ICT and Computer 

Science. They will be well-equipped with analytical and problem-

solving skills to work as senior consultants or in managerial 

positions in their field of study. The MSc in Computer Science (by 

Research) consists of two taught modules and one thesis. You 

will be required to complete two subjects, namely Research 

Methodology and Directed Readings, before you proceed 

to write the thesis. By undergoing these two subjects, you will 

develop the necessary skills and knowledge to conduct research 

successfully towards attaining your Master’s degree.

This programme is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University. 

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/tech/comp-sc-msc

intAkes: 
January, March, June & August

durAtion: 
2 Years (full-time)

3 Years (part-time)

cAreer prospects:
• Senior Systems Consultant • Software Engineer

• Software Solutions Designer • System Analyst

• Computer Science Researcher

• Internet & Networking Specialist

• Software Quality Assurance Specialist

vAlidAted by

c ompu ting And 
informAtion systems
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

hospitAlit y
•  59 Diploma in Culinary Arts  •  59 Diploma in Events Management  •  60 Diploma in Hotel Management   

• 60 BSc (Hons) in Conventions and Events Management  •  61 BSc (Hons) in Culinary Management  

• 61 BSc (Hons) in International Hospitality Management

diploma in events  management
JPT/BPP(U)(R/810/4/0005/A10498)06/19

About the progrAmme
The Diploma in Events Management ensures students will be 

grounded with strong fundamental knowledge and practical skills 

in planning and executing events. 

The theoretical component of the programme enhances the 

learning experience through practical applications in project 

management. Ultimately, the learning of crucial knowledge and 

technical skills will lead to the development of key practical

business skills involved in designing, marketing and managing 

events.

Essential practical experience will be gained through a 20-week 

industry internship. This diploma is accredited by Le Cordon 

Bleu and upon the successful completion of the programme, 

graduates are awarded two certificates; one from Sunway 

University and another from Le Cordon Bleu, a leading institution 

in culinary and hospitality.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/hospitality/dip-events-mgmt

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
2 Years 5 Months (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Festival Director

•  Stage Manager

•  Concert Manager

•  Club Director

•  Wedding Planner

•  Tourism Events Manager

•  Sports Events Director

•  PR Events Director

•  Conference Organiser

•  Fundraising Events Director

•  Special Projects Manager

Accredited by the World-renoWned:

diploma in cu linar y  Ar ts
JPT/BPP(U)(R/811/4/0289/FA0076)02/21

About the progrAmme
The Diploma in Culinary Arts provides you with culinary training 

of the highest quality with state-of-the-art kitchen and classroom 

facilities.

Headed by an award-winning team of culinary experts, our aim 

is to produce quality graduates who are not only confident with 

their culinary skills but also able to communicate fluently, work 

independently and display leadership qualities that will enhance 

their credentials in the hospitality and foodservice industries here

in Malaysia and globally.

Essential practical experience will be gained through a 20-week 

industry internship. This diploma is accredited by Le Cordon 

Bleu and upon the successful completion of the programme, 

graduates are awarded two certificates; one from Sunway 

University and another from Le Cordon Bleu, a leading institution 

in culinary and hospitality.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/hospitality/dip-culinary-arts

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
2 Years 5 Months (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Chef de Cuisine / Executive Chef

•  Banquet Manager

•  Food & Beverage Manager

•  In-flight Food Manager

•  Product Development Manager

•  Restaurant Owner / Entrepreneur

Accredited by the World-renoWned:

hospitAlit y

58
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bs c (hons)  in  c onventions  and events 
management
JPT/BPP(U)(N/811/6/0288/PA5727)09/20

About the progrAmme
The BSc (Hons) in Conventions and Events Management offers 

an industry-inspired programme to set you up for a professional 

career in the event industry.

The programme deals with conceptualising and pitching 

an event, to promotion and production, management and 

evaluation, covering all aspects of events management. You will 

emerge as a competent, industry-ready professional with great 

leadership abilities, technical competencies, communication 

techniques and problem-solving skills when working in a team 

or independently. The project management skills taught are 

also easily transferable to other sectors of business including 

marketing, business development and public relations.

Essential practical industry experience will be gained through 

an 18-week industry internship. Having close connections with 

industry practitioners, conference association, convention 

centres and the tourism bureau will make it easy for you to secure 

internship placements and future employment opportunities 

across various industries.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/hospitality/bsc-events-conv

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion: 
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Account Director

•  Sales Director

•  Business Development Manager

•  Convention Services Manager

•  Business Exhibitions Planner / Director

•  Meeting, Convention & Event Planner / Director

diploma in hotel  management
JPT/BPP(U)(R2/811/4/0047/FA1822)10/21

About the progrAmme
The Diploma in Hotel Management provides you with a solid 

foundation in hotel operations, planning and managing 

accommodations as well as foodservice establishments.

You will be trained to undertake various supervisory and 

operational functions effectively, thus equipping you to meet 

local and international industry standards.

Essential practical experience will be gained through a 20-week 

industry internship. This diploma is accredited by Le Cordon 

Bleu and upon the successful completion of the programme, 

graduates are awarded two certificates; one from Sunway 

University and another from Le Cordon Bleu, a leading institution 

in culinary and hospitality.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/hospitality/dip-hotel-mgmt

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
2 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Sales & Marketing Manager

•  Front Office Manager

•  Hotel Human Resource Manager

•  Rooms Division Manager

•  Purchasing Manager

•  Food & Beverage Manager

Accredited by the World-renoWned:

bs c (hons)  in  international  hospita l ity 
management
JPT/BPP(U)(R2/811/6/0019/A6948)05/21

About the progrAmme
The BSc (Hons) in International Hospitality Management is 

designed to develop global players for the hospitality industry.

This 3-year programme offers a blend of technical know-how and 

management theories in an applied and practical context within 

hospitality operations, foodservice operations as well as culinary 

operations. This programme also equips you with life-long learning 

skills that emphasise on industry practices, management skills and 

research competencies to prepare you for a seamless transition 

into the working world.

Essential practical industry experience will be gained through 

an 18-week internship. This degree is accredited by Le Cordon 

Bleu and upon the successful completion of the programme, 

graduates are awarded two certificates; one from Sunway 

University and another from Le Cordon Bleu.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/hospitality/bsc-intl-mgmt

intAkes:  durAtion: 
January, March & August 3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Resort Manager

•  Hotel General Manager •  Director of Food & Beverage

•  Purchasing Manager •  Director of Sales & Marketing

•  Entertainment Manager •  Director of Rooms Division 

•  Hotel Human Resources Director

•  Business Development Manager

Accredited by the World-renoWned:

bs c (hons)  in  cu linar y  management
JPT/BPP(U)(R/811/6/0102/FA1782)09/22

About the progrAmme
The BSc (Hons) in Culinary Management integrates experiential 

learning with academic rigour to prepare you for the competitive 

culinary industry.

From practical culinary skills along with management and 

leadership skills, this 3-year programme will give you an edge to 

excel in this professional industry. Through lectures, demonstration, 

work-based learning and hands-on experiences, you will be 

exposed to the techniques of quality food preparation and 

presentation. On the business side, courses such as marketing, 

communication skills, managing people, small business venture 

and quality management ensure graduates are well rounded to 

meet the demands of the industry.

Essential practical industry experience will be gained through 

an 18-week internship. This degree is accredited by Le Cordon 

Bleu and upon the successful completion of the programme, 

graduates are awarded two certificates; one from Sunway 

University and another from Le Cordon Bleu.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/hospitality/bsc-culinary-mgmt

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Director of Food & Beverage

•  Restaurant Owner / Entrepreneur

•  Chef de Cuisine / Executive Chef

•  Kitchen Manager

•  Food Writer / Critic

•  In-flight Food Manager

•  Corporate Chef

Accredited by the World-renoWned:

hospitAlit y
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

mAthemAticAl sciences
•  63 BSc (Hons) in Actuarial Studies

bs c (hons)  in  Actuaria l  studies
JPT/BPP(U)(R/462/6/0013/FA1631)07/22

About the progrAmme
This programme draws together a variety of subjects that involve 

applying mathematical and statistical techniques in the financial 

services industry. It is designed to pave the way for students 

wishing to embark on a career as an actuary. You will also be 

prepared for professional exams that lead to recognised actuary 

status or specialist in the financial risk and insurance industries.

The Society of Actuaries (SOA), USA, Casualty Actuarial Society 

(CAS), USA, and the Canadian Institute of Actuaries (CIA) 

conduct actuarial professional exams leading to professional 

designations such as Fellow of the Society of Actuaries (FSA), 

Chartered Enterprise Risk Analyst (CERA), Fellow of the Casualty 

Actuarial Society (FCAS) and Fellow of the Canadian Institute of 

Actuaries (FCIA). 

Apart from being fully accredited by the Finance Accreditation 

Agency (FAA) of Malaysia, this programme also enables you 

to gain exemptions from professional exams conducted by 

the Society of Actuaries (SOA), USA. Through the Validation by 

Educational Experience (VEE) pathway, you may be eligible 

for exemptions from 3 papers from SOA, if you have attained a 

minimum B- (or equivalent grade) in the designated subjects. 

Students considering professional qualification in the insurance 

industry have an exclusive opportunity for an accelerated 

pathway upon enrolment. Our programme is recognised for 

admission into the Associateship of the Malaysian Insurance 

Institute (AMII) with eligibility for exemptions of up to 11 out of 

14 AMII modules. You may also complete the remaining 3 AMII 

modules within the duration of your undergraduate degree.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/math-sc/bsc-actuarial

intAkes: 
January, March & August

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Chief Actuary in Life / Health / Property / Casualty Insurance

•  Chief Executive Officer

•  Financial Risk Manager

•  Actuarial Reserving Analyst

•  Chief Financial Officer

•  Catastrophe Risk Analyst

•  Consulting Actuary

•  Underwriting Auditor

•  Actuarial Pricing & Risk Analyst

•  Pension / Retirement Plan Actuary

full progrAmme AccreditAtion
The First Actuarial Science programme in Malaysia to be  

Fully Accredited by the:

 

Recognised by:

mAthemAticAl sciences
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

nursing
•  65 Diploma in Nursing

diploma in nursing
JPT/BPP(U)(R/723/4/0055/FA5119)02/18

About the progrAmme
Do you have a passion for the well-being of others? At Sunway 

University, we provide you the academic and clinical preparation 

in nursing, to equip you with skills in treating, rehabilitating, 

counselling and educating patients, their families and the 

community. Nurses are core members of the healthcare team in 

providing holistic care to patients and the nursing profession offers 

a dynamic career path with diverse employment opportunities.

The Diploma in Nursing aims to nurture you into a professional 

who is capable, caring and knowledgeable when treating those 

in need of assistance.  Our programme comprises both theory 

and practicum. Lectures are conducted on campus, followed 

by learning and practice of nursing skills in a Simulated Ward and 

a Skills Lab before you undergo clinical postings at healthcare 

institutions.

You will have the opportunity to attain practical clinical 

experience in both private and public healthcare settings; 

and be guided by experienced nurses who have vast clinical 

exposure as well as professional skills in different specialities.

Sunway Medical Centre offers exclusive sponsorship to students to 

pursue nursing studies at Sunway University, whereby employment 

is guaranteed upon graduation.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/healthcare/dip-nursing

intAkes: 
April & July

durAtion:
3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Registered Nurse

•  Industrial Nurse

•  Specialised Nurse (e.g. Emergency Care, Intensive Care, 

Operating Theatre, Midwife, Dialysis, Eye, Paediatric & Coronary 

Care)

•  Nursing Sister

•  Clinical Instructor

•  Nursing Manager

•  Nursing Administrator

•  Nursing Educator

Career prospects for graduate nurses are both exciting and 

challenging by nature. Due to the demand for nurses worldwide, 

many nurses are offered employment internationally (e.g. 

Singapore, Middle-East, USA, Australia). Nursing can be described 

as a portable career where one can find work anywhere in the 

world.

in pArtnership With

nursing
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

psycholo gy
•  67 BSc (Hons) Psychology  •  67 MSc in Psychology

ms c in psycholog y
JPT/BPP(U)(R/311/7/0086/FA1400)04/22

About the progrAmme
This programme focusses on a topic of your choice through 

an independent research project. It is specifically designed to 

enable you to develop your research skills and to undertake 

independent research while at the same time, broadening your 

knowledge and understanding in an area of psychology that 

excites you.

You will learn how to research the literature and to plan and 

manage a research project. The skills and attributes you gain in 

critical thinking, project management and report writing will help 

you to achieve your career potential.

The programme also provides an excellent springboard for 

students wishing to continue their studies through to PhD level.

For more information, please refer to

university.sunway.edu.my/sci/psych-msc

intAkes: 
January, March, June & August

durAtion: 
2 Years (full-time)

3 Years (part-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Researcher

•  Analyst

•  Academia / Educator

•  Project Manager

•  Business Consultant

•  Ergonomist

•  Operations Director

•  Senior Manager

•  Marketing Director

•  Experimental Scientist

•  Developmental Psychologist

•  Technical Author

bs c (hons)  psycholog y
JPT/BPP(U)(R/311/6/0048/A5452)07/19

About the progrAmme
Studying psychology will allow you to gain an in-depth 

understanding of how we learn, think, feel and adapt to our 

social environment. The programme covers both normal and 

abnormal behaviour, and deals with the biological, social and 

individual factors that affect human psychology. The programme 

also includes supervised fieldwork, during which you will have 

the opportunity to apply your newly acquired knowledge and 

understanding in a real-world setting.

Through the practical application of all you have learned, you 

will acquire the skills and attributes necessary to evaluate and 

understand the many different facets of human behaviour. You 

will also consider the complex ethical issues that arise throughout 

your studies, so that upon graduation, you will be able to use all 

you have learned for the betterment of human welfare.

A degree in Psychology is the gateway to a variety of exciting 

career prospects, from forensic scientist to helping businesses 

understand their customers and even helping sports men 

and women to perform at their highest potential. A degree in 

psychology can also open up career prospects in advertising, 

public relations, administration, retail services, marketing, 

journalism and even the legal profession, to name but a few.

This degree is validated by Lancaster University and upon 

successful completion of the programme, graduates are 

awarded two certificates; one from Sunway University and 

another from Lancaster University.

For more information, please refer to 

university.sunway.edu.my/sci/bsc-psychology

intAkes:  durAtion:
January, March & August 3 Years (full-time)

cAreer prospects:
•  Management Consultant •  Child Development Specialist

•  Human Resources Director •  Public Relations Director

•  Market Research Consultant •  Advertising Manager

•  Special Needs Educator •  Human Factors Specialist

•  Counsellor •  Sales Executive

•  Product Developer •  General Manager

•  Entrepreneur •  Mediator

•  Forensic Scientist •  Social Worker

vAlidAted by

psycholo gy
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES

AmericAn degree tr Ansfer pro gr Am
•  69 Center for American Education •  69 About the Program •  69 Education Pathway

center for AmericAn educAtion

An American degree is recognised throughout the world as a 

mark of quality.  It is also a passport to today’s global job market. 

An American degree usually takes about four years to complete. 

Because of the high cost of an overseas education, the 

American Degree Transfer Program (ADTP) at Sunway University 

enables you to begin your undergraduate degree program at 

Sunway University before transferring to a university of your choice 

in America to complete your studies. The ADTP offers many 

courses equivalent to the first two years of an undergraduate 

degree program in the USA. Students can begin their degree in 

Sunway University’s ADTP and then transfer, saving almost half of 

the cost while still obtaining the overseas exposure that many 

employers may be looking for. 

Studying abroad expands personal horizons and brings new 

perspectives to life which makes you more employable in 

today’s globalized world. But it is much more than just an 

educational experience; the time you spend in America could 

well be the time of your life, as you will get to meet new people, 

immerse yourself in a different culture and visit places you have 

only dreamed of. The American education system provides a 

unique blend of rigorous academic study within a broad-based 

curriculum, designed to develop each student’s talents to the 

fullest. Many of our faculty have worked or studied in America, 

so they know just what it takes and can help and support you all 

the way. The ADTP at Sunway University has been helping students 

realize their dreams for over 25 years; during that time our 

graduates have gone on to some of the top-ranked universities, 

including Cornell University; Johns Hopkins University; University 

of Michigan, Ann Arbor; and New York University. The ADTP strives 

to bring out the best in every student, through education of 

the highest level of excellence. We pride ourselves on student-

centred learning, recognizing that each student is an individual 

with an individual learning style. The latest technologies are 

employed to create the best possible environment for learning. 

Although specifically designed to enable students to transfer to 

universities in America, some of our students decide they wish to 

complete their studies elsewhere, so opportunities to transfer to 

Canada, Europe and the UK, New Zealand and Australia are also 

available to our students.

About the progrAm
JPT/BPP(U)(R/211/6/0011/A9456)12/18

JPT/BPP(U)(R2/440/6/0015/A8463)10/22

The ADTP has been developed specifically to allow students to 

study the first part of their American degree at Sunway University. 

The program has been designed in consultation with American 

universities to ensure that students can transfer seamlessly to 

America to complete their studies. Patterned after the American 

undergraduate degree program, Sunway University’s ADTP 

provides students with a mixture of major specific and general 

education courses, ensuring that students are well-prepared 

for the next phase of their studies in the USA. Alongside their 

academic studies, students are encouraged to take part in a 

range of extracurricular activities, including community service, 

leadership and sporting opportunities. As you move towards 

completion of your studies at Sunway, we will help you prepare 

your applications to the universities of your choice.

intAkes: 

January, March, June & August

durAtion: 

Students will spend approximately 12 - 24 months (full-time) in 

Sunway University and another 24 - 36 months (full-time) in the 

university they will complete their degree at in US, Canada or 

other locations.

educAtion pAthWAy

75% of our students Who 
trAnsferred to AmericA Are in the 

top 10% universities in the u.s.A.

AmericAn degree tr Ansfer pro gr Am

SPM / O-LEVEL / UEC /  
High School / Equivalent

Sunway University ADTP  
(1 - 2 years )

Other 
Universities in:
•  Australia
•  New Zealand
•  Europe
• Asia

Universities 
in USA / 
Canada

Sunway 
University /  

Monash 
University 
Malaysia 
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OTHER PROGRAMMES

e ng l i sh l A ng uAg e pro g r A m m e
•  71 Intensive English Programme (IEP) & IELTS Preparatory Course

intensive  eng lish programme (iep)  
& ielt s prep arator y  c ours e

About the progrAmme

The Intensive English Programme (IEP) is a full-time course that 

equips students with the English Language skills necessary to 

undertake college or university-level programmes taught in 

English. Once you achieve the required proficiency level, you will 

be ready for one of Sunway’s many academic programmes.

The programme covers both oral and written components with 

an emphasis on English for Academic Purposes. A systematic 

build-up of teaching and learning strategies enable learners to 

develop a sound foundation in English.

Higher-level students may choose to take a special part-time 

preparatory course for IELTS (International English Language 

Testing System). This course is designed to prepare students for the 

IELTS, an English Language test which meets the language entry 

requirement for many higher education institutions worldwide. The 

IELTS preparatory course involves an additional 30 hours tuition 

over a 10-week period.

key feAtures of the progrAmme:

•  Highly qualified and caring lecturers with dynamic and learner-

centred approaches. 

•  Individual attention and special guidance to meet learners’ 

needs.

•  Useful and varied learning activities such as reading 

programmes, research skills, presentation skills and project-

based learning.

•  A structured and reliable assessment system.

•  Multimedia self-access learning to speed up progress.

•  A truly international campus with students from over 90 

countries.

•   Optional IELTS preparatory course for higher-level students.

degree at in US, Canada or other locations.

quAlity endorsed by

intAkes: 

January, April, July & September

durAtion: 

10 weeks (200 hours) for each Level

Students who wish to take the IELTS preparatory course may take 

an additional 30 hours of part-time tuition upon completion of IEP 

Level 4.

progrAmme structure

The programme consists of oral and written components. The oral 

component emphasises listening and speaking, while the written 

focuses on reading and writing.

Students in the programme are streamed into one of four levels, 

depending on their proficiency. Each level covers 200 hours of 

instruction over 10 weeks:

•  level 1 –  Elementary

•  level 2 –  Pre-Intermediate

•  level 3 –  Intermediate

•  level 4 –  Upper Intermediate

A placement test is administered prior to entry. Students may be 

placed at different levels for the oral and written components of 

the programme. This placement ensures that each student is able 

to derive maximum benefit from the programme.

At the end of the programme, students will be given a certificate 

of completion and a progress report that indicates their 

competency profile.

entry requirements

Completion of secondary or high school education, or 

equivalent.

A pre-entry test will be carried out to ensure students have the 

necessary skills to undertake the programme and to determine 

the level of entry.

e ng l i sh l A ng uAg e pro g r A m m e
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st u de n t t e st i mon iA l s

For me, the Intensive English Programme (IEP) represents Interesting, 

Experience, People. It was a unique experience and an important 

part of my life. During my time in IEP,  I really enjoyed how the 

lecturers imparted knowledge to us. I find the lessons provided in 

IEP very useful even now, as I get into my degree study. Besides, I 

made good friends from different cultural backgrounds and from 

other countries.  We learned, had fun and faced new challenges 

together.  To sum up, I feel lucky to have joined the IEP and the 

experience that I had can never be replaced.

gAn xue Wei 
mAlAysiA

The entire experience of mine in the Intensive English Programme 

(IEP) was amazingly satisfying. I could confidently say that studying in 

IEP was one of the best decisions I have ever made. It is all thanks to 

the fantastic IEP lecturers who paid much attention to students and 

closely supported them according to their ability and progress. I was 

able to spend memorable time with friends from around the globe, 

as well as quality time in studying academic English, which really 

did help me go through a 3-year bachelor’s degree in International 

Hospitality Management.

nAthAn tetsuro toyA 
JApAn

I am currently a final year student in Sunway University, completing 

a Bachelor in Business Studies. Originally Korean, I was born in Russia 

and eventually came to pursue my higher education in Malaysia. 

My journey in Sunway University began with the Intensive English 

Program (IEP) and it was definitely one of the most memorable 

time in my student life. I had the opportunity to learn English with 

20 students from nine different countries across the world. In such 

a multicultural learning environment, I was encouraged to make 

new friends, practise English and apply what I have learned in the 

classroom. IEP offers more than English lessons, it is the best place to 

make new friends and learn more about people from countries you 

have never visited. 

ten vAleriy 
russiA
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reseArch centres
sunWAy university is A young, Ambitious university 

Aiming to mAke A reAl impAct in the World plAcing 

enormous emphAsis on the development of its reseArch 

profile. 

Supported by the Jeffrey Cheah Foundation, Sunway University 

invests heavily in research, recruiting academics with strong 

research profiles and a proven track-record of publication in 

leading journals. The University has also commissioned brand new, 

state-of-the-art laboratories and other facilities to support this 

process.

Already, Sunway University’s ground breaking, innovative research 

is making a real difference in the world, from work on anticancer 

drugs inspired by crocodiles, to the digital preservation of cultural 

heritage; and from crystal engineering to understanding social 

behaviour across species.

74

There are in total, nine research centres residing within the Schools 

that support Sunway University’s research agenda.

s cho ol  of  Ar ts
•  Centre for Research-Creation in Digital Media

s cho ol  of  s cience  and te chnolog y
•  Research Centre for Biomedical Sciences

•  Research Centre for Crystalline Materials 

•  Research Centre for Nano-Materials and Energy Technology

s cho ol  of  interdis cipl inar y  studies
•  Centre for Higher Education Research

•  Centre for Radiation Sciences

•  Jeffrey Cheah Institute on Southeast Asia 

•  Sunway Institute for Healthcare Development

•  Jeffrey Sachs Center on Sustainable Development
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industry-reAdy grAduAtes
 over 500 multinAtionAl And leAding locAl orgAnisAtions employ sunWAy grAduAtes And interns.

To help graduates transit successfully into the workforce, Sunway University combines a well-rounded academic experience and learning, 

both inside and outside the classroom, with the goal of using these experiences to prepare graduates for a career.  Also, through Sunway 

Career Services, students receive comprehensive guidance on how to develop a clear career pathway towards future prospects as they 

complete their degree.  Sunway Career Services offers complete career support through updated resources and year round activities so 

our students can move forward with confidence. Students are welcome to drop in anytime for a chat with our career specialists. 

Examples of companies that offered internships or employed our graduates recently:

nichoLas goh

BSc (Hons) Accounting and Finance, 2013, 

Senior Relationship Manager,  

Priority Banking Centre

Hong Leong Bank Berhad  

shahira naJia Binti datuk 
MohaMad JaMiL 

BSc (Hons) Business Management, 2013 

Inspector, Royal Malaysia Police  

cryus chin Jeng zhong

Diploma In Hospitality & Tourism Management - 

Hospitality Specialisation, 2002

Director, Bravo Events & Entertainment 

Sdn Bhd

advisory & consuLtancy

• Accenture 

• Baker Tilly 

• BDO 

• Boston Consulting Group 

• Crowe Horwath

• Deloitte 

• EY

•  Electrolux 

• Frost & Sullivan 

• KPMG

• McKinsey & Company

• PwC

• Randstad

• The Nielsen Company

• UHY

advertising and Media 

• Leo Burnett

• Ogilvy & Mather

airLine

• Air Asia 

autoMotive

• Tan Chong Motors 

• Volvo

cheMicaL

• BASF

• Evonik

• Hunstman

• Jotun Paints

congLoMerate

• Sunway Berhad

education

• Sunway Education Group

• Sunway University

• Sunway College

eLectronics

• AMD

• Samsung

• Western Digital 

fast Moving consuMer 
goods (fMcg)

• Johnson & Johnson

• Mondelez

• L’Oréal 

• Nestlé

• Unilever

• Vinda

• Wipro Unza

Jagadesan chandra Mohan

BSc (Hons) Information Technology - Computer 

Science Specialisation, 2009 

Group Operation Manager, Mitra IT 

Solutions  

MuhaMMad faiQ Bin MohaMMad 

BA (Hons) Communication, 2016 

Cluster Marketing Communication 

Executive, Fraser Residence Kuala Lumpur 

& Fraser Place, Kuala Lumpur

Lee Jie wen 

BSc (Hons) Psychology, 2014 

Senior Consultant, Human Resource,  

PwC Singapore

financiaL services

• Alliance Bank 

• Bangkok Bank

• CIMB Bank 

• Citibank 

• Deutsche Bank Malaysia 

• Hong Leong Bank 

• HSBC Bank Malaysia 

• Maybank

• OCBC Bank

• Public Bank

• BNP Paribas

• UOB Bank

• RHB Bank

• Standard Chartered Bank

gLoBaL suPPLy chain 
soLutions

• Cargill

heaLthcare

• Sunway Medical Centre

hosPitaLity & Leisure

• Aloft

• Grand Hyatt

• Hilton

•  Intercontinental

•  Le Meridien Hotel 

• Nobu 

• One World Hotel

•  Shangri-La Hotel

• Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

• The Westin

  
inforMation technoLogy 

• Dell Asia Pacific 

• Ericsson

•  General Electric International 

Inc

• Google 

•  Hitachi Sunway Information 

Systems

•  Hewlett-Packard Multimedia 

Sdn Bhd

• SAS Institute Sdn Bhd

•  Siemens

• Oracle

oiL & gas

• BP

• Petronas 

• Shell

• Schlumberger

PharMaceuticaL

• GlaxoSmithKline 

• Roche

• Pfizer

ProPerty deveLoPMent

• Ecoworld 

• MahSing Group

• SP Setia

retaiL & Manufacturing

• Royal Selangor

sociaL enterPrise

• Leaderomics

• Teach For Malaysia

teLecoMMunications

• Celcom Axiata

• DiGi

• Flexiroam

• Maxis

 
utiLities, engineering and 
construction

• UEM Group Berhad

• Hilti
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c lubs & s o cieties
Sunway University provides an exciting selection of clubs and 

societies.  You can enjoy a rich and varied social calendar by 

participating in the many events and activities that are held 

throughout the year. It’s all about trying new things and making 

new friends.

The enormous range of clubs and societies available enables you 

to explore and develop your skills via leadership opportunities, 

creative thinking projects and community engagement initiatives. 

These interactions prepare you to become articulate and 

confident as you transition into the next phase of your life - be it to 

climb the corporate ladder, start a business venture, pursue your 

professional career or to champion social causes.

sp or ts  & re creation
There are plenty of sporting opportunities for students to keep 

healthy and expand their social circle. With a diverse range 

of sports and recreation programmes, the clubs deliver fun, 

friendship, fitness and university spirit – all important facets of the 

Sunway Student Experience.

sports & sociAl Activities

ens emble  & c hoir
The Sunway University Ensemble was founded in 2008 by a small 

group of students and now has many members showcasing 

the talents of string players, woodwind players, pianists, and 

percussionists. By joining the Ensemble, students will have the 

opportunity to perform and be exposed to professional orchestras 

such as the Malaysian Philharmonic Youth Orchestra, Camerata 

Musicales Kuala Lumpur, Selangor Philharmonic Orchestra, and 

many more.

The Sunway University Choir was established by a group of 

passionate singers in 2010 and has since expanded to over 50 

active members. The choir aims to provide a platform for singers 

and choral enthusiasts to practise, improve and perform. It has 

performed at Sunway University’s graduation ceremonies and 

Sunway Education Group’s 25th Anniversary celebration.

g et Active!
We also believe in rewarding those who excel in sports and 

music through scholarships. Refer to section on Scholarships and 

Financial Aid.

teaching and 
learning
•  biology Research 

laboratories

• biology laboratories

• culture laboratory

•  creative arts studios and 

workshops 
- Drafting/Design Studio 

- DigiCAP Studio 

- Keyboard Lab 

- Mac Lab 

- Design Studio 

- Music Practice Rooms 

- Painting Studio 

- Printmaking Studio 

- Roof Top Theatre 

- Recording Studio 

- Shooting Studio 

- Workshop Studio

•  human Development 

laboratory

•  human performance 

laboratory

•  hospitality Training 

facilities 

Sunway University’s state-of-the-art campus consists of a 12-storey building with 880,000 sq ft of space, as well as subterranean car 

parking. It has outstanding learning facilities developed to meet contemporary standards.

The campus is environmentally friendly and equipped with excellent facilities and infrastructure, catering to a variety of learning 

methods. It was our vision to create a building with intelligent spaces that will inspire and unleash the power of the inquiring mind.

With easy access to all of the facilities of Sunway City via our unique canopy walkway, Sunway University’s campus also features 

SunGym, a fully equipped fitness and health establishment, accessible to all staff and students. 

the cutting-edge cAmpus for 
your dreAms to tAke flight

- Demo Kitchen 

- Pastry Kitchen 

- Culinary Training Facilities 

- Beverage Laboratory

•  psychology observation 

rooms

•  nursing simulation Ward

•  nursing skills laboratory

•  student project laboratory

c ampus l i fe 
• gallery

• cafeteria

•  FiFa-certified synthetic 

turfed football field

• muslim prayer Rooms

• sungym

•  Tennis courts, basketball 

courts and other sporting 

facilities

•  on-campus student 

residences 
- Sun-U Apartments 

- Sun-U Residence 

-  Sunway-Monash  

Residence
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hoW 
to 
Apply
Known for our high academic 

quality, career-driven 

programmes, excellent facilities 

and staff, outstanding location 

and a vibrant on-campus 

lifestyle, the best way to decide 

if Sunway is the university for 

you is to visit our campus. Drop 

by our Admissions Office where 

our programme counsellors 

are available for a one-to-

one discussion. Then, take a 

tour of the campus with one 

of our student ambassadors. 

Remember to ask them about 

their own Sunway experience.

informAtion on 
Admissions cAn be 
obtAined from  
https://university.sunway.edu.
my/prospective-students

For more information, simply 

go online, click on these links to 

see more of Sunway University:

•	 	facebook.com/SunwayUniversity

•	 	twitter.com/SunwayU

•	 	youtube.com/sunwayedu
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submitting your Applic ation
Here are some useful information to guide you when submitting your application. 

for mAlAysiAn students
The application form can be obtained 

from our Admissions Office or download 

the form from university.sunway.edu.my/apply/
malaysian

Walk-in Application
Drop by our Admissions Office with your 

supporting documents and ask any of 

our friendly counsellors for assistance. 

Application via post
Send the completed application form 

along with certified true copies of your 

supporting documents to the Admissions 

Office (Do not send us your original 

certificates).

online Application
Application can be submitted online at:   

https://onlineapplication.sunway.edu.my

important! 
Supporting documents required for 

applications:

•  Academic records (e.g. results, 

transcripts and certificates)

•  English Language achievements (if 

any)

•  School leaving / completion certificate

•  One (1) passport-sized photograph

•   One (1) certified true copy of Identity 

Card (MyKad)

•   Enrolment Fee of MYR 700 (non-

refundable / non-transferable)

Note:  Forecast / trial exam results may be used if 
application is submitted before the release of 
actual exam results.

postgraduate studies
If you are applying for a postgraduate 

programme, please contact the 

Admissions Office for full details.

Admissions Office Sunway University

5, Jalan Universiti, Bandar Sunway, 

47500 Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

+6 03 7491 8622 / info@sunway.edu.my

for internAtionAl students

Walk-in Application
* Option available for International students who are already based in Malaysia at the time of application.

Drop by our International Office with your supporting documents and ask any of our 

friendly counsellors for assistance. 

Application via post
Send the completed application form along with certified true copies of your supporting 

documents to the International Office (Do not send us your original certificates). The 

application form can be downloaded from university.sunway.edu.my/apply/international

online Application 
Application can be made online at: https://onlineapplication.sunway.edu.my

important! 
Supporting documents required for applications:

•  Completed Application Form

•   1 copy of passport (ALL pages including blank pages, 2 pages per A4 sheet,  

single side).  

Passport must be valid for a minimum of 18 months from intake date

•   1 copy of official academic results

•   2 passport photos (white background – size 3.5cm X 4.5cm, neutral facial expression)

•  Official English translation of all required documents must be enclosed

•  If financed by scholarship / study loan, documented evidence must be attached

•   Completed Pre-Arrival Medical Health Examination Report + Lab reports   

(original & English translation)

•  MYR 700 Enrolment Fee (non-refundable, non-transferable)

•   MYR 2,400 Visa processing fee (non-refundable) – for student visa- and EMGS- related 

processes

•   Residence Application Form and non-refundable Application fee of MYR 500 (if you 

require accommodation)

postgraduate studies
If you are applying for a postgraduate programme, please contact the International 

Office for further details.

Sunway University (International Office)   

5, Jalan Universiti, Bandar Sunway  

47500 Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

+6 03 7491 8622 / info@sunway.edu.my

Application deadlines
International applicants are advised to submit their application documents at least eight 

weeks before the commencement date of the programme, to allow sufficient time for 

student visas to be issued by the Malaysian Immigration Department.

s c hol A r sh i p s & f i nA nc iA l A i d

Sunway is committed to providing higher education to students 

who aspire to fulfil their potential with the availability of merit-

based scholarships and bursaries. 

•  Jeffrey cheah entrance scholarship
•  Jeffrey cheah continuing scholarship
•  The chancellors scholarship of sunway University and lancaster 

university
•  sunway excellence scholarship
•  Jeffrey cheah Foundation community scholarship
•  Jeffrey cheah Foundation scholarship
•  sunway University postgraduate by Research scholarship
•  Jeffrey cheah Foundation-sunway group scholarship
•  Jeffrey cheah scholastic award
•  sunway eca achievers and sports awards
•  sunway sports scholarship
•  sin chew Daily education Fund
•  The star education Fund
•  biasiswa sunway-berita harian
•  sunway University community bursary
•  sibling Discount

the university recognises thAt there Are promising individuAls, Who hAve the potentiAl to excel in their 

studies, but Are fAcing finAnciAl chAllenges in pursuing their higher quAlificAtions - timely AssistAnce Will be 

mAde to these deserving tAlents.

There are many ways of funding your way through university. 

Make sure you find out about bursaries, loans, grants and 

scholarships to which you may be entitled. If you are in need of 

assistance, information on scholarships and application deadlines 

are available at:  university.sunway.edu.my/Scholarships

Alternatively, Malaysian students can also apply for financial 

assistance from national bodies such as the National Higher 

Education Fund Corporation (Perbadanan Tabung Pendidikan 

Tinggi Nasional, PTPTN) and the Employees’ Provident Fund (EPF).

More information can be obtained from

•  www.ptptn.gov.my

•  www.kwsp.gov.my

Our fees vary according to the programme you intend to 

study. You will be provided with detailed fee information during 

counselling sessions. Alternatively please write to:   

info@sunway.edu.my

You will be able to enquire about financial support and money 

management advice from our staff in the Scholarship Unit at 

the Student LIFE centre.Our friendly counsellors can provide 

guidance and information on how to adjust and familiarise 

yourself with university life.
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one of the most exciting Aspects 

of the university experience is the 

opportunity to live independently. 

if you Wish to live on-cAmpus, 

sunWAy university provides three 

types of on-cAmpus residentiAl 

ApArtments to suit A vAriety of 

budgets And personAl preferences

on-cAmpus residences
Being on campus grounds provides easy access to classes and any other co-curricular 

activities that are held within it.

Unlike many other institutions, Sunway University can provide accommodation for all new 

students. Alternatively, you can also choose to live off-campus. However, students who 

board privately need to understand that the University will not be held responsible for their 

wellbeing when off-campus.

For full information on campus accommodation please visit our website:  

residence.sunway.edu.my

sun-u residence 
The Sun-U Residence is located within 5 minutes walking distance to the University. It provides air-conditioned twin-sharing rooms with 

WiFi access. Reading areas for communal studying are air-conditioned and equipped with WiFi so you can complete your research and 

assignments with ease. For leisure, you can enjoy swimming at the Olympic-sized swimming pool or sweat it out at the state-of-the-art 

SunGym. This premise is a private residential complex equipped with CCTV and security guards on duty round-the-clock.

twin sharing

* monthly rental per person : myr 780

• Two single beds 

•  Common bathroom with shower 

heater

• Individual study table & chair 

• Individual wardrobe 

• Individual bookshelf 

• Air conditioned

coMPLiMentary services

• Laundry service • WiFi

• Housekeeping service

faciLities

• SunGym • Olympic-sized pool

• Cafe • Study area

• Squash court

• Outdoor badminton court

• 24-Hour convenience store

incLuded in unit (shared by occupants)

• Water dispenser • Microwave oven

• Dining set • Sofa set

• Fridge • Pantry

* rent period is for a minimum of three (3) months and all rentals are payable on a quarterly basis.
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coMPLiMentary services

• Laundry service • WiFi

• Housekeeping service

faciLities

• Swimming pool • Gymnasium

• 24-Hour convenience store

• Miniplex • Learning hub

• Communal Kitchen

• Outdoor Gazebo & BBQ area

• Games room • Basketball court

•  Cafe

incLuded in unit (shared by occupants)

• Water dispenser • Microwave oven

• Dining set • Sofa set

• One-card system

• Pantry with personal storage

incLuded in each rooM

• Air conditioner • Wardrobe

• Study table & chair • Book rack/shelf

• Mini fridge • Fan

twin sharing

* monthly rental per person : myr 560

• Two single beds 

• Individual wardrobe 

• Study table & chair

Quad sharing (near window)

* monthly rental per person : myr 450
Quad sharing (near door)

* monthly rental per person : myr 380

• Four single beds 

• Individual wardrobe 

• Study table & chair

sun-u Ap ar tment
Sun-U Apartment provides a modest but 

comfortable choice, with twin sharing or 

quad-sharing non air-conditioned rooms.

Facilities include an air-conditioned 

reading room with access to WiFi, a 

student lounge, outdoor badminton 

courts, a 24-hour convenience store, 

round-the-clock security, a launderette 

(coin operated washing machine and 

dryers) and BBQ pit.  WiFi internet access, 

refrigerator, water dispenser are provided 

inside the unit. 

coMPLiMentary services

• Housekeeping service

• WiFi

faciLities

• Coin operated launderette

• 24-Hour convenience store

• Outdoor badminton courts

• Student lounge

• Air conditioned study area

incLuded in unit (shared By 
occuPants)

• Water dispenser • Fridge

• Dining set • Sofa set

•  Common bathroom with shower 

heater

incLuded in each rooM

• Fan

• Individual Wardrobe

• Study table & chair

• Individual Bookshelf

sunway monash residence 
This residence with premium facilities and services surpassing that of private accommodation, allows you a sense of an independent 

lifestyle. Facilities include swimming pool, gymnasium, a 24-hour convenience store. The WiFi connection at common areas allow you to 

study and complete your assignments anywhere within the compound. This residence operates a keyless entry system (called the One-

Card System)  whereby residents are able to access their units and rooms using access cards which also act as a device for monitoring 

air conditioning usage.  

Located within 15 minutes walking distance to the University campus via a covered elevated walkway, you need not worry about traffic 

conditions at any time. Alternatively, a free shuttle service that operates between the Sunway Monash Residence and the University 

provides transportation convenience for you.

singLe ensuite

* monthly rental per person : myr 1650

• One super-single bed 

•  Attached bathroom with shower 

heater 

• Individual wardrobe 

• Study table & chair

• TV

singLe

* monthly rental per person : myr 1150

• One single bed 

•  Common bathroom with shower 

heater

• Individual wardrobe 

• Study table & chair

• TV

twin sharing

* monthly rental per person : myr 780

• Two single beds 

•  Common bathroom with shower 

heater

• Individual wardrobe 

• Study table & chair

* rent period is for a minimum of three (3) months and all rentals are payable on a quarterly basis. * rent period is for a minimum of three (3) months and all rentals are payable on a quarterly basis.
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study 
AbroAd
studying overseAs is A greAt WAy to 

immerse yourself in A completely 

different environment, to meet 

neW people, experience different 

cultures And to see fArAWAy plAces 

thAt you hAve only dreAmed of! 

Not only will the experience give you 

happy memories to last your lifetime, 

but it will also help you to stand out 

from other graduates in  an increasingly 

competitive job market. 

At Sunway University, we encourage 

and support our students to complete 

part of their studies overseas through our 

study abroad and student exchange 

programmes. We partner with some 

of the best universities in the United 

Kingdom, the United States of America 

and Australia. Studying at Sunway 

University will give you an opportunity 

to apply to study at one or a number of 

highly prestigious institutions as part of 

your programme.

study options
Sunway University students can choose 

several different study options, depending 

on their programme and their individual 

preferences and financial situation.

l anc aster  university,  uk
Lancaster University is in the top 1% 

of universities worldwide and Sunway 

University is proud to partner with such a 

prestigious university. Via this partnership, 

Sunway University offers many dual award 

programmes with Lancaster University 

which provide opportunities for students 

to spend a few weeks to two years in 

Lancaster as part of their studies via the 

following programmes: 

• Summer Programme (3 weeks)

• One Semester Programme*

• Transfer Programme (2 years)*

*  Available options depend on academic 
achievement

ArticulAtion pAthWAys

b ournemouth  
university,  uk
Bournemouth ranks 16th in the 2017 QS 

World University Rankings by Subject for 

Hospitality and Leisure Management. 

Students undertaking the diploma and 

degree programmes in tourism, hospitality 

and events management have the 

option to transfer to Bournemouth 

University. 

Upon successful completion of Year 1 

and Year 2 of the degree programme 

or upon successful completion of the 

diploma programme followed by Year 

2 of the degree programme at Sunway 

University, students can gain direct entry 

into Year 3 of Bournemouth University’s 

International Hospitality and Tourism 

Management and Events Management 

degree programmes. 

*  This is subjected to meeting the entry requirements 
and conditions set by Bournemouth University

macquarie  university, 
Austral ia
Students undertaking the BSc (Hons) in 

Actuarial Studies programme have the 

option to transfer to Macquarie University 

upon successful completion of Year 1 

of the degree programme at Sunway 

University.

*  This is subjected to meeting the entry requirements 
and conditions set by Macquarie University.

university  of 
c anterbur y,  nZ
Students undertaking the BSc (Hons) 

Business Management programme have 

the option to transfer to University of 

Canterbury upon successful completion 

of Year 1 of the degree programme at 

Sunway University.

*  This is subjected to meeting the entry requirements 
and conditions set by University of Canterbury

university  of  
e ast  Ang lia ,  uk
Students undertaking the BSc (Hons) 

in Actuarial Studies and BSc (Hons) 

Financial Economics programmes have 

the option to transfer to University of 

East Anglia upon successful completion 

of Year 1 of the degree programme at 

Sunway University.

*  This is subjected to meeting the entry requirements 
and conditions set by University of East Anglia

university  of  kent ,  uk
The University of Kent is one of the United 

Kingdom’s best known universities for 

Actuarial Science. Its BSc (Hons) in 

Actuarial Science is fully accredited by 

the UK Actuarial Profession. 

Eligible students can gain exemptions 

of up to eight Core Technical Subjects 

of the professional examinations of 

the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries. 

Students undertaking the BSc (Hons) 

in Actuarial Studies programme in 

Sunway University can apply to transfer 

to Kent after completion of 11 subjects 

recognised by Kent (equivalent to Year 1 

of the degree programme).

*  This is subjected to meeting the entry requirements 
and conditions set by University of Kent

trAnsfer pAthWAys for  
AmericAn degree trAnsfer 
progrAm (Adtp) students
Students on the American Degree 

Transfer Program (ADTP) at Sunway 

University can apply for transfer to 

hundreds of universities in the USA and 

onto certain programmes at universities 

in Canada, New Zealand and the United 

Kingdom. For more details on ADTP,  

please refer to the programme brochure.

trAnsfer pAthWAys for  
diplomA progrAmmes
Students pursuing the diploma 

programmes in Art and Design and 

Performing Arts at Sunway University 

University will have the option to transfer 

to one of the following universities to gain 

a full degree:

Diploma in Art and Design:

•  Swinburne University of Technology, 

Australia

• University of Gloucestershire, UK

Diploma in Performing Arts:

• Deakin University, Australia

• University of Tasmania, Australia

• University of South of Wales, UK

*  The list of universities is not exhaustive as Sunway 
University will continue to grow its list of university 
partners from time to time

For advice on study abroad options and 

arrangements, visit our:

• International Office 

• University Placement

Email: placement@sunway.edu.my 
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From the initial enquiry, visa procedures, welfare, and student 

activities, our team of experienced staff provide guidance on:

•  Programmes enquiries and admissions

•  Visa and Immigration advisory assistance 

•  Pre-departure arrangements

•  Airport Pick-Ups for new students

We are here to ensure that the education experience of every 

international student at Sunway is a remarkable one!

Our friendly IO team organises International Orientation Sessions 

to welcome, meet and greet all new international students 

during the introductory week. Knowing that it’s probably the first 

time students are living away from home and from their families, 

the IO team is dedicated to the welfare and well-being of our 

international student community. Do approach us if you require 

support or advice at any time during the course of your studies.

international  off ice  university 
placement  (ioup)
At IOUP our knowledgeable specialists provide university 

placement services and advice on studying abroad in Australia, 

New Zealand, Canada, The UK, The US and other countries. The 

team offers support and assistance in:  

•  University selection

•  Visa application 

•  Pre-departure briefings

•  Universities Information Talks and Fairs – Asia, Australia, Canada, 

New Zealand, UK, US,  etc.

IOUP has links with universities worldwide. With our extensive 

resource library, students are able to obtain essential information 

and research on overseas universities.

l iv ing in  malaysia
Malaysia is renowned for its charming natural diversity and 

rich cultural heritage. With its multi-ethnic citizens, it is a melting 

pot of various cultures and religions, creating a diverse and 

vibrant community. Today, Malaysia is a dynamic modern hub 

with a cosmopolitan business environment and advanced 

infrastructures. It is increasingly becoming one of the centres 

of academic excellence in the region where there are vast 

educational opportunities for international students.

internAtionAl 
office

the internAtionAl office (io) is A one-stop centre for 

supporting prospective And current internAtionAl 

students. 

c ost  of  l iv ing
Many of our international students choose to reside on-campus. 

The rental for on-campus residences includes utilities and internet 

connection. Depending on the location and facilities, the cost 

of rented accommodation in Malaysia ranges between MYR 

300 for a basic room to MYR 3,000 per month for a fully furnished 

apartment. For most students, the average living (food and 

accommodation) expenses is estimated at MYR 1,500 per month. 

Other costs vary according to students’ personal lifestyle.

g eneral  information on student  visas
All international students are required to have a valid Student 

Pass/Visa to study in Malaysia. Education Malaysia Global 

Services Sdn Bhd (EMGS) is the only international student 

visa application agency appointed by the Ministry of Higher 

Education for the processing of applications for international 

students. 

Interested students are welcome to check their eligibility with the 

International Office. The approval for student visa application 

takes at least eight (8) weeks (2 months). We will guide you in 

the preparation of the documents required for the submission of 

applications and other admissions assistance.

entr y  into malaysia
Once the students receive their Visa Approval Letter (VAL), they 

may need to obtain a Single Entry Visa (SEV) from the nearest 

Malaysian embassy or consulate before entering Malaysia. 

Certain countries are exempted from this requirement, students 

will be advised accordingly.

sunway international  student 
Amb assador (s.i .s .A)
Campus life at Sunway is a wonderful experience filled with social 

activities and excitement! 

Students from over 90 countries across the globe come together 

to live, learn, and play, fostering a platform for sharing, learning, 

networking and exploring new ideas. 

Our friendly and supportive Sunway International Student 

Ambassadors connect students to multicultural and social 

events, and friends. By helping new students adjust to a new 

environment, S.I.S.A. hopes to make your university experience 

meaningful and memorable. Activities by S.I.S.A. include:

•  Welcome receptions for new international students 

•  Social meetings, cultural nights and campus events 

•  Familiarisation tour around Sunway campus vicinity

•  Social responsibility activities, and many more
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st u de n t l i f e
At Sunway University we pride 

ourselves on not just catering 

to your academic needs, but 

on looking after your personal 

welfare too. All our students 

have access to a range of 

advice and support networks, 

helping you to deal with 

any problems that you may 

encounter during your time 

with us.

University life is about much 

more than your academic 

studies. As important as they 

are, it is about learning to 

become independent, to 

set your own goals and take 

responsibility for yourself. It is 

about meeting new friends, 

exploring new things and 

discovering who you are. 

University life can be – and for 

most students is – the best time 

of your life, but it can also be a 

daunting experience. 

 

Don’t worry! Our Student 

LIFE team is here to help and 

to ensure that your student 

experience is as fulfilling and 

successful as it possibly can be.

The Student LIFE team aims to 

help you get involved, develop 

new skills and overcome any 

problems you may have. There 

will be opportunities to develop 

leadership skills for social 

interaction and character 

building, and for serving the 

community.  

g et t i ng you r e A dy 
f or e m pl oym e n t

Sunway University is focussed 

on producing highly 

employable graduates and 

on helping you to take the 

first steps on your chosen 

career path. Alongside your 

academic studies, Sunway 

Career Services works with 

you to equip you with the 

right tools and essential skills 

you need to prepare for the 

working world. Working closely 

with employers, we create a 

mutually beneficial relationship 

which helps them match their 

recruitment needs and helps 

our students meet their career 

aspirations.

Our Sunway Career Services 

(PRePARE), is located in the 

Student LIFE Centre. We offer 

a complete career support 

service through the use of 

up-to date resources and 

year round activities, so that 

you can move towards your 

career goals with confidence. 

Through PRePARE, we offer a 

wide range of services and 

programmes, including:

•  LEAP Employability 

Programme

•  Weekly talks on soft skills and 

employer series 

•  Forums

•  Career Network Events, 

Conference, Business 

Challenges 

•  On-campus Interviews

•  Recruitment Fair

•  Company Visits

•  Internship Workshops, 

Resume Critiques, Interview 

Skills &  

Grooming Workshops

•  Career Advisory Services

•  LEAP Platinum Programme 

for Top Students

•  Mentoring & Exclusive Self 

Skills Workshops

For more information about 

Career Services, simply go to 

the link below, or visit us at  

the Student LIFE Centre:  

https://university.sunway.edu.my/

Career-Services

t h e st u de n t c ou nc i l
our obje ctives

•  To plan, organise and coordinate student related activities in 

furthering the educational aims of Sunway University and in 

tandem with the interests of the students

•  To publish any information that the Council deems desirable 

in the declaration and promotion of its purposes from time to 

time

•  To co-operate and affiliate with other persons and bodies in 

pursuit of its purposes

•  To defend the right of students to a representative, 

autonomous and self-governing organisation

•  To otherwise protect, promote and develop the interests and 

welfare of students

•  To make representations on matters affecting students to any 

member or body of Sunway University, and in particular to the 

Vice-Chancellor, the Academic Senate, and the Board of 

Directors

•  To be an accountable representative and democratic body 

for the students

Sunway University Student Council (SUSC) is 
an official body that represents the Sunway 
University student community. We serve and act 
as the liaison between the students and our 
University management, ensuring that student 
voices are heard and their interests and cause 
are represented.

Our commitment also extends to create the 
best campus experience possible for the 
student community as serving our community 
remains a priority for the Student Council. We 
engage students through small gestures, such 
as simple conversations to share their views and 
opinions no matter how big or small they might 
be, or even by organising large-scale events 
which makes campus life much more amazing 
than it has ever been before

yaP Joong sern
president
student council 2017/2018
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sunway 
lagoon

sunway resort 
hotel & spa

sunway 
college

sunway 
university

menara 
sunway

If you would like to find out more, please visit our website, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to get the latest information. 

c onne ct  w ith us 
 university.sunway.edu.my SunwayUniversity  @SunwayU sunwayuniversity Sunway University

ou r dig i tA l c on n e c t i v i t y

v i si t u s
our l o c ation map
Now that you have read through our prospectus, why not 

gain further insight by visiting our campus? It will give you the 

opportunity to see all that we have to offer. Whilst you are here, 

we can take you on a personal tour where you can chat with 

our students, meet academic staff and admissions counsellors, 

and ask questions about life at Sunway University. You are most 

welcome to visit us on weekdays or selected weekends. If you 

would like an assisted tour, please contact us in advance to make 

an appointment and we will be more than happy to show you 

around. 

our c ampus map
Here is a detailed, but easy-to-follow map that shows you most 

of where everything is on the campus. You may also obtain 

information about precise locations of classrooms and offices 

using our Sunway MyCampus app available for all iOS  

and Android users. 
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i n de x
A
Accounting & Finance, BSc (Hons) 37

Actuarial Studies, BSc (Hons) 63

American Degree Transfer Program 69

b
Biology, PhD 34

Biology with Psychology, BSc (Hons) 33

Business, PhD 43

Business Management, BSc (Hons) 38

Business Studies, BSc (Hons) 38

Business Administration, MBA 42

c
Communication, BA (Hons) 13

Computer Science, BSc (Hons) 51

Computer Science (by Research), MSc 56

Computing, PhD 47

Contemporary Music (Audio Technology), BA (Hons) 57

Conventions and Events Management, BSc (Hons) 47

Culinary Arts, Diploma 59

Culinary Management, BSc (Hons) 61

d
Design Communication, BA (Hons) 47

Digital Film Production, BA (Hons) 48

e
Entrepreneurship, BA (Hons)     39

Events Management, Diploma 59

f
Financial Analysis, BSc (Hons) 39

Financial Economics, BSc (Hons) 40

g
Global Supply Chain Management, BSc (Hons)     40

Graphic & Multimedia Design, Diploma 45

h
Hotel Management, Diploma 60

disclaimer
The University makes all reasonable efforts to ensure that the information is correct at the time of printing (October 2017) but reserves the right to change any information described in 

this prospectus without notice. You should always verify the information by contacting the University.

i
Information Systems, BSc (Hons) 51

Information Systems (Business Analytics), BSc (Hons) 52

 Information Systems, MSc 56

Information Technology, BSc (Hons) 53

Information Technology (Computer Networking 

and Security), BSc (Hons) 53

Intensive English Programme (IEP) 71

Interior Architecture, BA (Hons)     48

Interior Design, Diploma 45

IELTS Preparatory Course 71

International Business, BSc (Hons) 41

International Hospitality Management, BSc (Hons) 61

l
Life Sciences, MSc 34

m
Medical Biotechnology, BSc (Hons) 33

Marketing, BSc (Hons) 41

Mobile Computing with Entrepreneurship, BIS (Hons)  49

n
Nursing, Diploma 65

p
Performing Arts, Diploma 46

Psychology, BSc (Hons) 67

Psychology, MSc 67

s
Software Engineering, Bachelor (Hons) 54
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